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NEWS

Three Korean Films
Head to Oporto

A DAY, GLASS GARDEN & TRUE FICTION
Enter Competition Sections of
Fantasporto-Oporto International
Film Festival

CHO Sun-ho’s A Day (2017), SHIN Su-won’s Glass Garden
(2017) and KIM Jin-muk’s True Fiction (2018) have been
invited to the 38th Fantasporto-Oporto International Film
Festival. A Day and Glass Garden are in the competition
sections of both Fantasy Films and Orient Express, while
True Fiction is in the competition sections Director’s Week
and also Orient Express as well.
A Day is a thriller by up-and-coming director CHO Sun-ho
and has been sold to over 50 countries. Glass Garden , which
was the opening film for the 2017 Busan International
Film Festival, is the fourth feature film of SHIN Su-won
of Pluto (2013) and Madonna (2015), which were invited to
the Berlin International Film Festival and Cannes Film
Festival, respectively. Mystery thriller True Fiction will
premiere at 38th Fantasporto-Oporto International Film
Festival.
Mario Dorminsky, chairman of the festival, on selecting the
three Korean films, stated “A Day is a fantastic film which
portrays a father’s desperate love and the lives of today’s
people, together with revenge and salvation. Glass Garden
is a sensitively directed film, with great performances and a
message of embrace, laced with a beautiful depiction of the
relationship between human and nature. True Fiction is a
strong film with an intricately written story, full of twists
and turns”. The Fantasporto-Oporto International Film
Festival will be held from February 20 to March 4.
by SHIM Eun-ha
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HAF Selects
THE BIG PICTURE and ON HIGH ICE

Actor KIM Yun-seok
Becomes Director

Director E J-yong will take part in the Hong Kong - Asian Film
Financing Forum (HAF) with his new project The Big Picture .
Also featuring in the project market will be the Korean-Israeli
co-production On High Ice from director Gary KAM Byungseok.
The Big Picture is a remake of the 2010 French film L’Homme
Qui Voulait Vivre Sa Vie , itself based on Douglas Kennedy’s
novel ‘The Big Picture’. Jason CHAE of Mirovision is producing
the film while BAE Ja-hee is on board as an associate producer.
The story concerns a lawyer experiencing a mid-life crisis who
accidentally kills a man and steals his identity in order to
achieve his dream of becoming a photographer.
Known for his period drama Untold Scandal (2003) and his
film industry mockumentaries The Actresses (2009) and
Behind the Camera (2013), E last stepped into the director’s
chair for the drama The Bacchus Lady (2016) with YOUN Yuhjung, which screened at the Berlin International Film Festival
among many others.
Documentary title On High Ice focuses on the lives of young
women living high in the Indian Himalayas who create a
temporary ice rink by hand. Director KAM has previously
produced notable Korean documentaries such as Planet of Snail
(2012) and Breathing Underwater (2016).
The 16th HAF will take place from March 19-21 alongside the
Hong Kong International Film & TV Market.

Actor KIM Yun-seok
will make his directorial
debut with Underage
(translated title). The film
is a family drama that
portrays the experiences
of a 17-year-old girl and
her friend in the world of
abnormal adults. Actress
KIM Hye-joon has been
KIM Yun-seok
cast as the lead and will
play the teenage daughter while YUM
Jung-ah and KIM Yun-seok will play her
parents. Other cast members include rookie
PARK Se-jin, who landed the role of KIM
Hye-joon’s friend through auditions, and
KIM So-jin, who will appear as her mother.
KIM Yun-seok had been considering
adapting Underage for the big screen
since he first encountered it on the stage
several years ago. In 2013, he debuted as a
screenwriter with YIM Soon-rye’s comedy
drama South Bound (2013). Underage is
being produced by REDPETER FILMS,
the production company behind Train to
Busan (2016) and Psychokinesis (2018). The
film is reported to be receiving investment
and distribution from Showbox and will
begin production in early February for an
autumn release this year.
Meanwhile, KIM will appear in upcoming
crime thriller Dark Figure of Crime this
year. Directed by KIM Tae-gyun, the
film revolves around the psychological
warfare between a detective and a killer
who confesses to seven more murders
while behind bars. The crime thriller also
features JU Ji-hoon, MOON Jeong-hee and
JIN Seon-kyu.

by Pierce Conran

E J-yong

by KIM Su-bin (Film Journalist)
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KOFIC NEWS

KOFIC Concludes Reorganization
Well-rounded executives consisting of producers, directors,
screenplay writers and an independent filmmaker

KOFIC (Korean Film Council) has completed its structural
adjustment, with a newly established executive branch.
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (minister DO
Jong-hwan) has been building a new executive deparment,
beginning with the appointment of non-standing commissioners
on October 23rd last year, with the additional appointment
of non-standing commissioners on December 13th, and the
appointment of a new chairman on January 5th of this year. On
January 15th, with KOFIC’s appointment of the new secretary
general, the reorganization process has been concluded.
OH Seok Geun

CHO Jong-guk

KANG Won-sook

KIM Sang-yoon

KIM Young-ho

KIM Hyun-jung

MO Ji-eun

CHO Young-gak

JOO Yu-shin
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LEE Jun-dong

Director OH Seok Geun as Chairman, CHO Jong-kuk as
Secretary General
The new chairman of KOFIC is filmmaker OH Seok Geun.
OH, a graduate of the Korean Academy of Film Arts, directed
films such as The 101st Proposition (1993) and Love is a
Crazy Thing (2005), and has been the secretary general of the
Busan International Film Festival, director of the Busan Film
Commission, and vice-principal of the Asian Film Academy.
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism stated, “OH will
use his extensive experience and knowledge of the Korean film
industry to renovate KOFIC, as well as reestablish its place
within the community, and create an environment in Korea
for a level playing field in the movie industry and reinvigorate
independent/art films”. OH will serve as chairman from
January 8, 2018 to January 7, 2021. Eight of the executives
have also been newly appointed. LEE Joon-dong (CEO of Now
Film), producer KANG Won-sook, director of photography KIM
Young-ho, writer KIM Hyun-jung, director MO Ji-eun, CHO
Young-gak (director of the Association of Korean Independent
Film and Video), JOO Yu-shin (professor at Busan Youngsan
University) and KIM Sang-yoon (CEO of CINE LUX).
LEE Joon-dong produced Oasis (2002) and Poetry (2010) with
his brother, director LEE Chang-dong, as well as films directed
by female filmmakers such as Gina KIM’s Never Forever
(2007) and July JUNG’s A Girl at My Door (2014). LEE will

also serve as the vice-chairman of
KOFIC until October 22, 2019. KIM
Young-ho worked on The Restless
(2006) and Haeundae (2009), MO Jieun directed A Perfect Match (2002)
and served in the conflict adjustment
committee of the Directors Guild
of Korea. KIM Hyun-jung wrote
the screenplays for Untold Scandal
(2003) and The Last Princess
(2016), and was the representative
of the Screenwriters Guild of Korea.
KANG Won-sook managed the
investment for films The Tiger (2015)
and A Melody to Remember (2015).
CHO Young-gak has acted as the
spokesperson for Korea’s independent
films, and JOO Yu-shin has been
reinvigorating Busan’s local film
industry. The seven members will
serve as executives until October 22,
2019. KIM Sang-yoon, who was also
appointed, has been the CEO of film
magazine ‘Cine 21’. KIM will serve
as an executive until December,
2019.

To Concentrate on the Reform and
Renovation of KOFIC
The new secretary general is CHO
Jong-kuk, who has worked as the
editor-in-chief of film magazines
‘Movie Journal’ and ‘Screen’,
reporter for ‘Cine 21’, CEO of JoWoo
Films, director of planning for the
Busan International Film Festival,
and editorial staff of ‘Cine 21’. CHO
and chairman OH Seok Geun have
worked together in the past in the
Busan Film Commission. With the
appointment of its new secretary
general, KOFIC stated, “we will do
everything in our power to reform
and renovate the council”.
by KIM Su-bin (Film Journalist)

KOFIC Hosts
2018 KAFA Graduation
Film Festival
The Korean Film Council hosted
the 2018 Graduation Film Festival
for the Korean Academy of Film
Arts (KAFA) at the Megabox
Shinchon from January 26 to 28.
KAFA, which celebrates its
35th anniversary this year, has
produced over 700 graduates
in various fields of filmmaking
including directing, producing,
animation and cinematography.
The program has been responsible
for some of Korea’s most acclaimed
film talents and includes BONG
Joon-ho, JANG Joon-hwa and
KIM Tae-yong among its ranks of
alumni.
This latest edition of the KAFA
Graduation Film Festival
presented 17 films that were
produced by 34 students over
the course of 2017. Program
information can be found at the
event’s official website (www.
facebook.com/kafa1984).
by Christopher Weatherspoon

RYOO Seung-wan
holds 'Master Class'
in Beijing

On December 1st 2017, director
RYOO Seung-wan held a Master
Class at the Beijing Film Academy.
Co-hosted by KOFIC (Korean Film
Council) and China’s Beijing Film
Academy, the master class gave
Chinese film students and filmmakers
the opportunity to learn more about
Korean culture and cinema. During
the master class, RYOO and producer
KANG Hye-jung of production
company Filmmaker R&K discussed
various subjects with the audience.
RYOO’s latest film, The Battleship
Island (2017), was screened as well.
Set during the Japanese colonial
period, The Battleship Island
details the accounts of Hashima, a
hellish island where Koreans were
held captive as forced laborers in
extremely dangerous and lethal
conditions by the Japanese military.
KOFIC began hosting the Korean
Director Showcase in 2012 to
introduce Korean directors to
Chinese audiences.
by HWANG Hee-yeon
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BOX OFFICE

Confidential Assignment
Midnight Runners

Box Office
Report of
2 0 1 7

The Outlaws

An Unexpected
Jackpot

The Korean film market reached new
all-time benchmarks for income and
admissions in 2017 after a strong
December rally. Yet the real story
behind the numbers was which
unexpected films got audiences the
most excited while several seemingly
surefire hits stumbled out of the gate.
With 219.87 million tickets sold when
all was said and done, 2017 saw the
Korean exhibition market reach
a new overall milestone. Though
as admissions advanced only 1.3%
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over 2016, while the annual rate of
increase since 2013 has averaged 0.78%,
last year was further evidence that
the Korean cinema market is at its
saturation point.
For the seventh year running, local
titles claimed a majority share by
clinching 51.8% of sales. Korean films
welcomed 113.9 million viewers, the
fourth highest figure on record and
down 2.3% since 2016. Annual sales
reached USD 1.66 billion (KRW 1.76
trillion), also a new record.

Politics takes the spotlight
Instead of any particular genre
dominating the charts, many of the
most visible titles last year were ones
with heavy political overtones. This
applied to both the commercial realm
and documentary films in the indie
scene. One of two 2017 titles to join the
10 million viewer club, JANG Hun’s
A Taxi Driver starred SONG Kangho as a Seoul cabbie giving a German
reporter (played by international
star Thomas Kretschmann) a lift to

Top 20 Overall Films of 2017
Title

Country

Top 20 Korean Films of 2017

Admissions

Title

Admissions

1

A Taxi Driver

Korea

12.19 mil

1

A Taxi Driver

2

Along with the Gods:
The Two Worlds*

Korea

8.53 mil

2

Along with the Gods:
The Two Worlds*

8.53 mil

3

Confidential Assignment

Korea

7.82 mil

3

Confidential Assignment

7.82 mil

4

Spider-Man: Homecoming

USA

7.25 mil

4

The Outlaws

6.88 mil

5

The Outlaws

Korea

6.88 mil

6

The Battleship Island

Korea

6.59 mil

7

Midnight Runners

Korea

8

The King

9

Beauty and the Beast

10

Kingsman: The Golden Circle

11

12.19 mil

5

The Battleship Island

6.59 mil

6

Midnight Runners

5.65 mil

5.65 mil

7

The King

5.32 mil

Korea

5.32 mil

8

The Swindlers

4.02 mil

USA

5.13 mil

9

Steel Rain*

4.01 mil

UK/US

4.95 mil

10

The Fortress

3.85 mil

Thor: Ragnarok

USA

4.85 mil

11

I Can Speak

3.28 mil

12

The Swindlers

Korea

4.02 mil

12

The Prison

2.93 mil

13

Steel Rain*

Korea

4.01 mil

13

Memoir of a Murderer

2.65 mil

14

The Fortress

Korea

3.85 mil

14

The Sheriff in Town

2.58 mil

Spider-Man: Homecoming

I Can Speak

15

The Mummy

USA

3.69 mil

15

Fabricated City

2.51 mil

16

Fast and Furious 8

USA

3.65 mil

16

New Trial

2.42 mil

17

Your Name

Japan

3.64 mil

17

Anarchist from Colony

2.35 mil

18

Despicable Me 3

USA

3.32 mil

18

Master

2.21 mil

Korea

3.28 mil

19

1.94 mil

USA

3.05 mil

1987:
When the Day Comes*

20

Our President

1.85 mil

19

I Can Speak

20

Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Men Tell No Tales

Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds

All box office scores counted up until December 31, 2017.

*Updated scores for late 2017 titles as of January 31:
Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds (14.02 million); 1987: When the Day Comes (7.08 million); Steel Rain (4.45 million).

Gwangju to cover the protests in May,
1980.
Even more incendiary was JANG
Joon-hwan’s 1987: When the Day
Comes , which explores in great detail
and with a vast cast (including KIM
Yun-seok, HA Jung-woo, YOO Haejin and KIM Tae-ri) the cover-up
of a student protester’s death as a
result of government torture. The
last commercial release of 2017, the
film continued to draw large crowds
throughout January.

In the low-budget realm there were
several politically-tinged documentaries
that proved hugely successful. LEE
Chang-jae’s Jeonju Cinema Project
Our President , which welcomed an
extraordinary 1.86 million viewers
(USD 13.68 million), chronicled the
election of former president ROH
Moo-hyun. CHOI Seung-ho’s media
corruption exposé Criminal Conspiracy,
which looks into the erosion of freedom
of the press, brought in an impressive
261,000 viewers (USD 1.91 million). In

a dramatic turn of events, CHOI was
elected as the new head of MBC, the
network that he was fired from in 2012,
last December.

Surprise hits punch down pricey
tentpoles
Away from the political arena, viewers
rewarded titles that offered slight but
effective twists on familiar genres,
while many pricey high-concept
offerings stalled on the charts. Two of
the year’s most surprising hits each
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took straightforward thriller narratives
and set them in Daerim, an old Seoul
neighborhood with a high concentration
of Chinese-Korean residents. Jason
KIM’s Midnight Runners featured
KANG Ha-neul and PARK Seo-joon as
police academy recruits who conduct an
unsanctioned investigation after seeing
a woman kidnapped on the streets.
Released during the high summer
season, the film came surprisingly
close to the final tally of RYOO Seungwan’s World War II escape drama The
Battleship Island , with HWANG Jungmin, SONG Joong-ki and SO Ji-sub, but
at a fraction of the cost.
KANG Yun-sung’s The Outlaws stars

Korean Market Share
42.10%

2008

57.90%

48.70%

2009

51.30%

46.50%

2010

53.50%

51.90%

2011

48.10%

58.80%

2012

41.20%

59.70%

2013

40.30%

50.10%

2014

49.90%

52%

2015

48%

53.70%

2016

46.30%

51.80%

2017

48.20%

Domestic
Foreign
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Don LEE (aka MA Dong-seok) as
a gruff detective who tries to take
down a Chinese-Korean gang led by
YOON Gye-sang. The surprise hit of
the Chuseok holiday season, the gritty
crime drama put up a much better
showing than HWANG Dong-hyuk’s
prestige period drama The Fortress ,
which, despite great reviews, and a cast
that included LEE Byung-hun, KIM
Yun-seok and PARK Hae-il, fell short of
expectations at home.

Dearth of strong roles for women
One of the more unfortunate trends in
commercial Korean films in 2017, and
one that seems to have been consistent
over the last few years, has been the
general lack of projects with women
leads. NA Moon-hee scored a surprise
hit with I Can Speak, but among
the only other mainstream films led
by women were the Cannes-debuted
action title The Villainess with KIM
Ok-vin, the gangster drama A Special
Lady with KIM Hye-soo and horror
titles House of the Disappeared with
KIM Yun-jin and The Mimic with
YUM Jung-ah. While fortunes were
mixed for these films at the box office,
I Can Speak was the only film with
a woman in the lead to be released
during one of the four most lucrative
box office seasons in the country,
effectively shutting out actresses for an
opportunity to prove themselves.

Celebrated overseas
BONG Joon-ho screened in competition
at the Cannes Film Festival for the
first time with his Netflix-backed Okja .
However, though the film was going
to receive wide distribution from Next
Entertainment World in Korea, the

country’s top exhibitors (CGV Cinema,
Lotte Cinema and Megabox) all refused
to screen it as Netflix insisted on
releasing it on their online platform at
the same time. The film over-performed
in a limited release in arthouse theaters
with 322,000 viewers.

Korea claims busy release windows,
foreign titles crowd slower months
The new year brought with it a surprise
hit in the form of the animation
Your Name. , which became the most
successful Japanese film of all time in
Korea with 3.64 million viewers. After
that, it was back to business as usual as
local titles duked it out over the Lunar
New Year Holiday. Prosecutor saga The
King got off to a strong start when it
opened on the same day as the North
Korean action drama Confidential
Assignment , but it was the latter
that legged it out to victory with 7.82
million admissions, versus the former’s
respectable 5.32 million spectators total.
The usually slow March got a boost
with the release of Disney’s global
phenomenon Beauty and the Beast , the
only film not to be released in Korea’s
four main release windows to land
in the year’s top 10, with 5.14 million
entries.
As per usual, local films took a
backseat to Hollywood in spring and
early summer as Fast and Furious 8
(3.65 million viewers), Pirates of the
Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales
(3.05 million viewers) and The Mummy
(3.69 million viewers) were the highestgrossing titles of April, May and June.
The Mummy, whose star Tom Cruise
is very popular in Korea, briefly broke
the record for opening day sales with
873,000 entries, though it quickly

Admission Trends 2008~2017
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total Admissions
(millions)

147.43
(5.00% )

155.4
(5.40%)

147.76
(4.90% )

159.72
(8.10% )

194.89
(22.00%)

213.35
(9.50%)

215.07
(0.80% )

217.23
(1.00%)

217.03
(0.10% )

219.87
(1.30%)

Admissions for
Korean Films (millions)

62.05
(20.00% )

75.64
(21.90%)

68.84
(9.00% )

82.87
(20.40%)

114.61
(38.30%)

127.29
(11.10%)

107.7
(15.40% )

112.94
(4.90% )

116.56
(3.20% )

113.9
(2.30% )

961

1,083

1,157

1,236

1,455

1,551

1,664

1,716

1,743

1,756

Sales (KRW 1 billion)

slowed down after that.
Hollywood scored its best release of
the year in July when Spider-Man:
Homecoming welcomed 7.26 million
spectators. The high summer season
kicked off a few weeks later when
The Battleship Island once again set
a new opening day benchmark with a
stunning 971,000 viewers. However,
a controversy concerning screen
monopolies that followed and a lack of
enthusiasm hurt it going forward, as
the pricey film couldn’t quite get over
its break-even point, finishing with 6.59
million admissions.
The local industry had no trouble
dominating the rest of the season
however, as A Taxi Driver rode all
the way to 12.19 million entries and
Midnight Runners surprised with 5.65
million tickets sold. During
the same period,
Hollywood’s

best efforts were Despicable Me 3 with
3.32 million sales and Christopher
Nolan’s Dunkirk , a few spots shy of the
Top 20 with 2.79 million viewers.
Business revved up again in late
September ahead of the Chuseok
holiday, first with the hit human
drama I Can Speak , which gradually
made its way to 3.28 million viewers.
Kingsman: The Golden Circle fell shy
of its predecessor but remained strong
with 4.95 million admissions before The
Fortress and The Outlaws opened on
the same day in early October. Defying
expectations, the former made it to 3.85
million viewers while the much smaller
The Outlaws punched its way to 6.88
million admissions.
Things slowed down after the holidays
but there was still space for a few more
hits as Marvel scored once more with
Thor: Ragnarok , reaching 4.85 million
viewers after a late October start,
and the local con man thriller The
Swindlers , which dominated November
with 4.02 million entries.

The year ahead

A Taxi Driver

As 2018 gets underway there
are plenty of big titles ahead,
but at this juncture it
remains to be seen

whether political works will have the
same impact. Meanwhile, top actresses
such as SON Ye-jin, KONG Hyo-jin and
KIM Hye-soo will receive top billing
on several promising works later this
year, at least some of which should find
themselves in prime release slots.
A few expensive misfires marred
pockets of 2017, but that’s not stopping
studios from putting forward lineups
packed with pricey tentpoles again
this year. Among the most expensive
films on the way are Joseon Era
war drama Ansi Fortress from Next
Entertainment World, Along with the
Gods: The Last 49 Days from Lotte
Entertainment, CJ Entertainment’s
North Korea-themed action-drama
The Spy from the North , and Warner
Bros Korea’s Jinroh: The Wold Brigade
remake Inrang , all with estimated
budgets over USD 15 million. NEW
in particular is spending a lot on its
lineup, which also includes the Joseon
Era zombie drama Rage , the Korean
War-set Swing Kids, Drug War
remake Dokjeon and superhero film
Psychokinesis . Also coming with heavy
price tags are Showbox’s 90s crime
drama The Drug King and CJ’s actiondrama PMC .
by Pierce Conran
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Battle of December
Three-Way Showdown

Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds

With a few presumed hits coming up
short and lower-than usual attendance
at some points of the year, particularly
early summer, a lot was banking on
December to pick up the slack and
close the year on a high note. The endof-year period (late December and early
January) is one of the four busiest
release windows in Korea, along with
Lunar New Year, High Summer (late
July/early August) and Chuseok, and
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tends to be dominated by domestic
films. Three local studios stepped
up by each putting forward a bigbudget film, offering a more ambitious
(and potentially riskier) lineup than
previous Decembers. What’s more,
Disney was also in the mix with the
most highly anticipated 2017 release
around the world.
Fears of an annual admissions dip
proved unfounded when December

soared to 23.88 million ticket
sales, which was a whopping 10.2%
improvement over the previous record
for the month set in 2014 (21.68 million
viewers). But the most remarkable
figure was the local market share, as
78% of the tickets sold were for Korean
titles. This was a massive jump over
the previous record, December 2016’s
65.1%. Combined with the overall sales
swell, this gave the local industry 18.67
million admissions during the month,
a staggering 42% rise over the previous
record (2016 - 13.12 million). So exactly
how did the local industry engineer
such a spectacular result?
First, let’s have a look at what films
have dominated the end-of-year season
in the past. In the top 20 films ever
released in December in Korea, 16 are
local titles, while the list is also home
to five of the 16 Korean films that have
crossed the 10 million mark. As of this
writing, JK YOUN’s Ode to My Father
tops the list with 14.26 million entries
(though that may change by the time
this goes to print) and James Cameron’s
Avatar is the highest foreign title
with 13.3 million entries accumulated
in 2009, and the only one in the

top eight. Among distributors, CJ
Entertainment seems to have a knack
for programming the right films for
the month, as they own seven of the
spots in the top 20, including Ode to
My Father.
Each armed with big budgets,
proficient crews and popular stars,
Steel Rain , Along with the Gods: The
Two Worlds and 1987: When the Day
Comes demonstrated the manifold
strengths of Korea’s commercial sector
as each title aimed for large crowds
by promising very different kinds of
entertainment. Meanwhile, Star Wars:
The Last Jedi opened in Korea the
same week as it did around the world,
but not with the same results.
Next Entertainment World went
first on December 14 with the triedand-true North Korean action
drama by teaming up again with
director YANG Woo-suk for Steel
Rain . Featuring JUNG Woo-sung
as a rogue North Korean agent who
partners up with KWAK Do-won’s
South Korean intelligence officer, the
film sees the pair attempt to avert
a nuclear crisis. With a large action
quotient, plenty of humor and topical
geopolitical tensions, the film offered
a potent entertainment cocktail that
viewers rewarded with a strong 1.39
million admissions opening weekend.
NEW and YANG previously made
the drama The Attorney with SONG
Kang-ho, which, with 11.37 million
spectators, is the fifth most popular
film to ever be released in Korea in
December.
Coming out on the same day was
Star Wars: The Last Jedi , which
couldn’t even mobilize half of Steel

Steel Rain

1987: When the Day Comes

Rain ’s audience, as it bowed with a
disappointing 523,000 spectators.
Neither Star Wars: The Force Awakens
nor Rogue One lit up the Korean box
office but as it became the first of the
new Star Wars titles to finish under
one million admissions, it seems safe
to say that the Star Wars brand has
failed to build any momentum in
Korea.
Opening on December 20, about five
months after it was originally supposed
to bow, was Lotte Entertainment’s
Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds ,
the first installment in an ambitious
two-part fantasy epic webtoon
adaptation from director KIM Yonghwa. Featuring HA Jung-woo, CHA
Tae-hyun, JU Ji-hoon and KIM Hyanggi, the film burst out of the gate with
2.74 million viewers during its first
weekend and effectively ended Steel

Rain ’s chances of becoming a major hit.
December 27 welcomed JANG Joonhwan’s politcal drama 1987: When
the Day Comes , boasting an enormous
array of big names, including but not
limited to KIM Yun-seok, HA Jungwoo, YOO Hae-jin, KIM Tae-ri, SUL
Kyung-gu and GANG Dong-won. The
CJ Entertainment film bowed with a
strong 1.35 million entries and terrific
reviews but it was Along with the
Gods: The Two Worlds that once again
claimed the top spot with 2.47 million
admissions in its second weekend.
The first week of January saw no
change as the same two titles led, each
with over a million tickets sold, and
a week later the pair claimed the top
spots again, though this time they
switched places as 1987: When the Day
Comes essentially stayed level with
another weekend take of over a million
entries.
As of this writing (January 31), Along
with the Gods: The Two Worlds has
overtaken Veteran to become the third
most successful Korean film of all time
with 14.02 million entries and may end
its run as the second most successful
Korean film of all time.
Showing no signs of slowing down,
1987: When the Day Comes is steadily
turning into one of 2017’s most
successful releases, having crossed the
seven million viewer mark.
As we close the books on 2017, we’ve
discovered the true potential of
December as a blockbuster season.
Following last year’s closing trio of hits,
future December release schedules may
find themselves just as crowded with
ambitious local tentpoles.

by Pierce Conran
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Come Back Alive Baby
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Strange Meetings

Six Korean films have been invited to this year's
Berlin International Film Festival. Director KIM Ki-duk,
who received the Golden Lion Award in the Venice
International Film Festival for 2012's Pieta , is coming to Berniale
in the Panorama Special section with his 23rd feature film
Human, Space, Time and Human . KIM was invited to the 49th
Berlinale's Panorama section with Birdcage Inn (1998), the 2002
Competition section with Bad Guy , and won the Silver Bear for
Best Director in 2004 with Samaritan Girl .
The Forum section will welcome three Korean films. Acclaimed
director Hong Sangsoo will unveil his latest work Grass , while
SHIN Dong-seok’s Last Child and PARK Ki-yong’s Old Love , which
both debuted at the Busan International Film Festival last year,
have also been invited.
Hong’s 22nd film Grass sees the auteur return to the Forum
section of Berlinale, where his first film The Day a Pig Fell into
the Well screened in 1997. He was last featured at Berlinale
in 2017 with his 19th film On the Beach at Night Alone , which
earned star Kim Minhee the Silver Bear for Best Actress, making
her the first Korean performer to receive an acting prize in Berlin.
Hong teams up with Kim again for Grass , which follows the
story of several guests inside a small café in Seoul. Kim plays a
patron who draws inspiration from the people around her for her
writing.
SHIN’s Last Child , his debut work, competed in the New Currents
program at Busan last October, where it picked up the FIPRESCI
Award. The film is about a couple and a boy who was saved by
their son on the day he died. Last Child was a recipient of the
2017 Post-Production Fund from the Asian Cinema Fund.
Veteran filmmaker PARK's Old Love is a tale of former lovers
who accidentally bump into each other at Incheon Airport.
Though decades have passed and their lives have completely
diverged, they decide to spend more time together. PARK
debuted with Motel Cactus in 1997 and is also know for Camel(s)
(2002). Old Love is his eighth feature film.
Meanwhile, the short films Come Back Alive Baby by Sanghee
Song and Strange Meetings , a Korea-Denmark joint production
from Jane Jin Kaisen, will feature as part of a Group exhibition at
Akademie der Künste am Hanseatenweg in Berlinale’s Forum
Expanded section.
by Pierce Conran
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‘The KIM Ki-duk System’ or the Map
for Navigating the Labyrinth of
the “Post-Era”

KIM Ki-duk

HUMAN, SPACE, TIME AND HUMAN in Panorama Special
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Over two decades have already passed since KIM
Ki-duk’s directorial debut, Crocodile . As the
Korean adage goes, it’s a time long enough to move
mountains and rivers—twice. In these two long decades,
KIM has helmed 24 films including his latest feature which
premieres at this year’s Berlin International Film Festival.
Count his screenplay and production work, and the tally
is more than thirty. His accomplishments don’t stop there;
he has won numerous domestic and international awards
including the Golden Lion in Venice. As a cineaste, some
may ask: “what more might he want?” But the creative well
known as KIM Ki-duk has refused to dry up, and he has
brought us Human , Space , Time and Human at this year’s
Berlinale.

Opposing The Historical Retreat of The ‘97 Regime'
KIM’s debut year in 1996 is a watershed moment in modern
Korean history. Two years before the USSR’s downfall
began in 1989, South Korea—a country still technically at
war—was able to eradicate its military dictatorship and
open a new era of democracy through nationwide resistance
and protest. Due to internal conflict among the liberal
opposition, however, the conservatives remained in power
and the nation was hit with the IMF financial crisis in 1997.
It is during this moment of transition from the ‘87 regime
to the ‘97 regime that KIM Ki-duk makes his entrance.
“Regime” here refers to the encompassing paradigm shift
in all arenas of politics, economy, society and culture.
Roughly speaking, the ‘97 regime is interlocked with the
postmodernist signs within Korean society. The rise of the ‘97
regime represented a hasty retreat from the values espoused
by the ‘87 regime. This retreat signified the substitution
of the fiery passion of democratic uprisings in the 1980s
(1980 Gwangju, 1987 June) with anxiety stemming from
a national bankruptcy and financial crisis. Functional
rationality and unlimited competition—the standards of
a globalized market—were emphasized while the value of
common growth was replaced by individualistic projects of
upward social mobility. Gradually, Koreans began to submit
to the idea of absolute prioritization of corporate subsistence
and individual survival.
The regime shift of 1997 caused shifts in the world of Korean
film as well, which transitioned from “Korean new wave” to

“post-Korean new wave.” The representative characteristic
of Korean new wave film was enlightenment. In the decade
following 1987, Korean films blatantly espoused the values
of “minjung” (trans. “people”), “minjoo” (trans. “democracy”),
and “minjok” (trans. “ethnic race”). Films dealing with
historical and political subjects were produced in significant
numbers, and the perspectives of minorities were
foregrounded. Generally, the prevailing trend was to attempt
modes of modernism over the mainstream “commercial”
style of filmmaking. In contrast, the post-Korean new wave
films, empowered by corporate investment, supportive
governmental policies and new generation filmmakers, were
inclined to embrace and utilize rather than reject the legacy
of mainstream films. A hallmark characteristic of this wave
is that the conventions of genres have become an articulate
medium of social awareness and filmmaker’s unique styles.
In a sense, this phenomenon signified the fact that even
resistance was being institutionalized by the market in the
post-ideology era.
KIM Ki-duk is a filmmaker of the ‘97 regime. Like those of
his contemporaries (PARK Chan-wook, IM Sang-soo, Hong
Sangsoo, and BONG Joon-ho, among others), his works
dealt with sexuality, love, violence, social hierarchy, division
between the two Koreas, capitalism and the dark aspects
of Korean society. But KIM, unlike 1980s college students
awakened to injustices committed against the lower strata,
was a poorly educated, firsthand member of the lower class
himself. Thus, his films embody the foundational reality
of his victorious struggle, neither filtered nor influenced
by contemporary progressive discourse. KIM’s characters
are never concerned with the question of which direction
to pursue in life (in this instance, since there is no right
direction to choose, the films become tragic). Instead, they
struggle with the question of “to live or not to live” (in this
case, since living is already like dying, the films become
tragic). The former is premised on life but the latter on
death. This is why KIM Ki-duk’s films seem to feel out of
place regardless of their specific historical backdrops. For
those indifferent about living or dying, ideology, revolution,
reunification and even law and morality are meaningless.
The (im)possibility of such a thing is simply a too distant
origin of present suffering, and never a promising light from
the future.
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Therefore, it is too shallow of an approach to brand KIM’s
work with the label of realism simply because they deal with
poverty (Crocodile , Birdcage Inn , Bad Guy, etc.), blind enmity
of the Korean War generation (Address Unknown ), division
caused by border partition (The Coast Guard, The Net ), the
violence inherent in neoliberal capitalism (Pieta ), teenage
prostitution (Samaria ), plastic surgery (Time ), or domestic
violence (3-Iron ). KIM’s films, rather than map societal
suffering’s cause and solution, contemplate the despair of
existence itself. Delving into the politics of complaints that
laments how inhuman today’s life has become, the films
argue that life itself, or the driving desire behind life, is the
punishment to be burdened by mankind (the frog, the novice,
and the veteran monk tied to a rock in Spring , Summer ,
Fall , Winter... and Spring come to mind). This is precisely
how KIM’s films oppose the historical retreat of the ‘97
regime; in order to change the world, one’s gaze mustn’t be
limited to the surrounding world, but rather the innermost
of the self within that world. Interpretation of KIM’s films
requires a psychoanalytical (and even a Christian, Buddhist,
and Taoist) rather than a sociological lens for this reason.
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The Intricately Laid Out Developing System
In that sense, KIM’s films are not uncanny. They’re wholly
and purely strange. When KIM’s characters shift their focus
on themselves, they finally can see the concealed world of
desire. This world, staged by KIM, seeks to show the truth
of eternal recurrence by transcending consciousness and
unconsciousness. Thus KIM’s films sometimes contain
supernatural elements: snow in midsummer (Birdcage Inn ),
a man rowing a boat towards a woman’s genitals (The Isle ),
a dying man revived (Bad Guy ), a portrayal of a living man
as a ghost (3-Iron ), bridal consummation by a descending
arrow (The Bow ), a woman’s encounter with her past self
after plastic surgery (Time ), etc. Strangeness in KIM’s
movies is not limited to a sprinkling of iconic scenes. His
films are infamous for excessive violence and sexuality. A
gangster who forces his love at first sight into prostitution
(Bad Guy ), a woman who goes insane after losing her lover
to a firearm accident and is raped and impregnated by
the local soldiers (The Coast Guard ), a girl who goes into
prostitution herself after her friend, a teenage prostitute,
dies (Samaria ), a married woman who begins an affair

with a violent criminal she saw on TV (Breath ). These
scandalous stories have invoked reactions of disgust and
repugnance, which have translated over to traditionally
low box office receptions for KIM’s films as well as tainting
of his reputation with accusations of misogyny. However,
when viewed as the landscape of unconsciousness in the era
of neoliberalism, the strangeness of KIM’s films becomes
strangely understandable.
It is perhaps for this reason that KIM requests his movies
to be seen as neither figurative nor abstract but rather as
a semi-abstract painting. In other words, he calls viewers
to have an intermittent grasp of vraisemblance among the
constant two-hour flow of images and plot in his works. Could
a way of film appreciation get any more difficult than this?
KIM’s films are convoluted even without their inclination to
modernism. His films demand from the audience the ability
to discern the topological difference between reality and
unreality, and consciousness and unconsciousness—beyond
simple differences between forms.
To be fair, there are hints to understand his films. Scratch
that—KIM’s films themselves are an elaborate system,
composed of iconological puzzle pieces. Once viewers grasp
the principle of the signification of the icons, approaching
his work becomes significantly more easy. Icons frequently
mobilized in KIM’s films can be summarized as colors (red,
blue, white, black), natural elements (soil, metal, water, air)
and animals (turtle, snake, fish, bird, butterfly). All of the
icons can be partitioned into a series of binary oppositions:
desire and repression, and freedom and lack thereof.

Pieta

A chicken is less free than a bird, and a playground swing is
less free than a running motorcycle. Water, the paramount
icon in KIM’s films, is the optimal medium for revealing
the anamorphic vision of the repressed foreclosed by the
perspectively-ordered reality.
The icons carry symbolic and allegorical meaning. KIM’s
reliance on the system of icons throughout his body of
work signifies that his films must be “read” as allegorical
texts. Namely, the events under the shade of the ‘97 regime
that his films cover are an allegory of “civilization and its
discontents.” Hence all of KIM’s narratives were different
but identical in a way. The story begins with the perpetrator
and the victim placed within irreconcilable antagonism,
which through a process of identification with the other’s
lethal lacks progresses to a miraculous love, and the
characters embark on a path of brutal self-punishment after
turning their positions into those of their counterparts.
The prototype of this story, which progressed through each
of KIM’s works (Birdcage Inn , Bad Guy, Samaria , Time ,
Breath etc.), peaked in Pieta .

KIM Ki-duk's Method of Atonement
The method of atonement that KIM demands to the postOedipus is: “accept your sins—your fate—as wholly yours.”
In other words, the sole way to seek forgiveness is to lay
down even the minimal hope to become good through
atonement and to kill your own (vain image of) self. As the
establishment of values becomes more muddled in today’s
era, mass culture continues to increasingly promote the
rewarding of good and punishment of the wicked. But
KIM’s films declare that black and white are the same, and
demand a wholly new rebirth through death. KIM’s films are
melodramatic in the sense that the ethical power to carry
out these atonements stems completely from (im)possible
love. But because this love is resulted from understanding
and accepting each other’s lack instead of possession, KIM’s
melodramatic imagination prefers a descending direction
rather than an ascending one. In Human, Space, Time and
Human , KIM leaps beyond even love and ventures into the
origin of space and time in order to allegorize the history
of mankind. What is deeply significant is that the final
instance of death and salvation lies in the hands of a woman.
by KIM Soh-youn (Film Critic) | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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Change: Differences After
Yourself and Yours

Hong Sangsoo
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It’s common to see characters fast asleep in films
by Hong Sangsoo. In Right Now, Wrong Then , Heejung (Kim Minhee) is seen sleeping at a cafe, Youngsu (Kim Joohyuk) of Yourself and Yours falls asleep on a
bed, Young-hee (Kim Minhee) of On the Beach at Night
Alone sleeps lying on a beach, and in The Day After , Bongwan (Kwon Haehyo) leans on Chang-sook’s (Kim Saebyuk)
shoulder and drifts off. The characters fall asleep in different
situations, and what happens after they sleep is also different
for each movie. In On the Beach at Night Alone , Young-hee
wakes up and says she had a dream, but in other films, it’s
not clear whether what is happening is a dream or reality.
It is one of the traps Hong lays out for the audience. As for
Right Now, Wrong Then , the way sleeping characters is
handled is different than in the other films. The scene itself
does not completely differ, but how it is handled surely is not
the same.

Before and After Right Now, Wrong Then
In Right Now, Wrong Then , Hee-jung falls asleep in both
parts of the film, but the situations before and after her nap
are quite different. In part one, Hee-jung has a drink with
her friends and Choon-su (Jung Jaeyoung) at a cafe. Stories
of Choon-su’s love life become the topic of the discussion, and
Hee-jung, feeling uncomfortable, leaves the conversation. A
bit later, Choon-su goes to look for her and finds her asleep at
a small table. Choon-su wants to talk to her, but she clearly
refuses. Their short-lived relationship ends, as Choon-su
leaves Hee-jung to go back to her slumber. In part two, Heejung is again sleeping at the table. Meanwhile, Choon-su
takes off his clothes in front of Hee-jung’s friends before he
goes looking for Hee-jung. Whether or not Choon-su taking
off his clothes is Hee-jung’s dream is not important. What’s
important is that Hee-jung did not witness Choon-su’s
embarrassing situation. When Choon-su wakes Hee-jung up,
the atmosphere is very different than in part one. While the
first ending was bitter, the second one delivers a warm feeling
as if you had just pleasantly awoken from a relaxing nap.
Upon hearing that Choon-su did something embarrassing
while she was asleep, Hee-jung becomes intrigued. In both
occasions, Hee-jung wakes up, but the second time around,

she feels fondly towards Choon-su.
We cannot differentiate what’s real and what’s a dream
among the differences between the two parts, although part
two’s situation does seem more like what Choon-su wants.
Choon-su, a film director, goes to a town where his film
is screening to converse with the audience, but arrives a
day earlier by mistake. While looking around for a tourist
attraction, Choon-su sees Hee-jung and feels attracted to her.
Like many other male characters in Hong Sangsoo’s films,
Choon-su expresses himself with continuous affectionate
praise. He ends up claiming he wants to marry Hee-jung,
but corrects himself, saying he already has a wife. Choon-su
is the typical kind of man with a life centered on pleasure.
Whether or not what Choon-su says to Hee-jung is true, it
feels like he is providing himself with consolation for his
unsatisfying life as a man through amusement. Hee-jung
responds to him by asking if he says that to all the women
he meets. Perhaps Choon-su is a person who speaks without
much truth, but to a person like him, what could be more
important than receiving the fondness of the person he
adores? With the help of a nap different from that of part
one, Choon-su is able to leave the cafe closer to Hee-jung than
when they walked in. It’s difficult to shake the feeling that
it is too convenient, but Right Now, Wrong Then shows that
being convenient and consoling the characters are the roles of
the sleep in the film.
The voice-over narration heard in Right Now, Wrong Then
is not found in Hong’s following three films. This is meant to
deliver the words of the narrator; but starting from Yourself
and Yours , they have disappeared. Yourself and Yours is a
film about rumors. Young-su hears many things from many
people, and must figure out who is telling the truth. In the
beginning of the movie, Young-su receives a visit from a
friend, and the two talk about Young-su’s girlfriend, Minjung (Lee Yooyoung). Young-su thinks of marrying Minjung, but his friends don’t feel kindly towards her. Youngsu’s friends see Min-jung as a promiscuous woman and an
excessive drinker. Young-su’s friend convinces him that
a recent rumor he heard about Min-jung is true. In the
following scene, we see Young-su asleep. I believe the events
that happen after this scene are all part of Young-su’s dream.
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First, like a dream putting him in inescapable situations,
Young-su meets a series of situations he does not wish to
encounter, for example Min-jung is drinking with other men.
Secondly, the way she meets the other men and how they act
seem awkward and unnatural. Thirdly, Young-su and Minjung are both within their daily boundaries, but only Youngsu is unable to meet Min-jung. Only in his imagination is he
able to meet her.

The Change in the Role of Dreams, or Sleep
A dream in Yourself and Yours feels urgent, because
unfavorable situations for Young-su continue to happen. This
is in opposition to the way sleep and dream played a positive
role for Choon-su in Right Now, Wrong Then . Furthermore,
Choon-su of Right Now, Wrong Then casually throws around
the idea of marriage, while Young-su of Yourself and Yours
genuinely wants to marry Min-jung. The reason why Youngsu, even with an injured leg, goes to every single source of a
rumor is because he wants to see for himself whether that
rumor is true. Finally he realizes that rumors are things he
never really saw or heard, and because of these rumors he
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has not been trusting the person he loves. No other character
in Hong’s films has been as passionate about love as Youngsu. All Young-su wants in life is the love of the woman he
loves. This is very different from Hong’s previous characters,
who only want amusement. Young-su’s nightmare continues
until he finds the one truth among the rumors; he realizes
love. At that point, he wakes up. He comes to a realization,
and he is awake. The film is what I imagine it would be like
if Buñuel were to fall in love.
Young-hee of On the Beach at Night Alone goes to a foreign
country because her situation back home has become too
difficult to handle after her affair with a married man has
been revealed. She stops to pray when she sees a bridge
while taking a walk with her friend. Young-hee says she
“wanted to make a promise on what she truly wanted”. She
reminded me of Hong’s On the Occasion of Remembering
the Turning Gate (2002). The title of Turning Gate comes
from the legend of the turning gates of Cheongpyeongsa
Temple, in Chuncheon. Young-hee seems no different from
the lovesick snake from the tale, as she had to endure many
scandals due to her relationship. She comes back to Korea,

Yourself and Yours

and visits Gangneung where her friends are staying. After
a long and tiring journey, she lies down on the beach. We
see her dream sequence for about 18 minutes. She meets
her lover, whom she hasn’t seen since she left, and the two
scream at each other about the scars and hardships their
relationship has left them with. A passer-by wakes her up,
and she particularly mentions she “had a dream”. The dream
portrayed in On the Beach at Night Alone is not the kind
that gives consolation. Hong exposes the aftermath of love,
then tells us it was a dream. This is why On the Beach at
Night Alone is such a cruel film. What’s surprising is that
Young-hee feels like a woman from a MIZOGUCHI Kenji
film. I wouldn’t have been so surprised if she resembled a
woman from an OZU Yasujiro movie. I felt like Young-hee
had transcended after suffering from her exposure. Perhaps
it was like a premonition of The Day After.

The End of Hong Sangsoo's Blue Period
Areum, an aspiring writer, starts her job at a publishing
company. Her predecessor at the company, Chang-sook,
had an affair with the CEO, Bong-wan. On Areum’s first

day at work, Bong-wan’s wife mistakes her for Changsook and hits her. Bong-wan, feeling sorry, buys Areum
dinner. During the meal, Chang-sook appears out of
nowhere, and persuades Bong-wan to get back together
with her. The two tell Areum that she is no longer wanted
for the job. Bong-wan and Chang-sook are not the devil
as Bong-wan’s wife describes them. They are more like
mischievous bad guys. To calm down the suspicion of
Bong-wan’s wife, Bong-wan and Chang-sook decide to
use Areum as a scapegoat. They know what they’re doing
is wrong, but they’re willing to do it to hide from harm.
In The Day After , Bong-wan is the character who sleeps.
After making a wrongful decision, he leans on Changsook’s shoulder and falls asleep. The next scene, although
not a dream, acts like a beautiful dream that washes
away the filthy reality. Areum, in a cab, reads a book.
It starts to snow, she rolls down the window and prays,
“Dear God, everything is you and everything is within
you. Therefore, may everything be as you intend”. In this
moment, Areum lies between Jeanne d’Arc of La Passion
de Jeanne d’Arc (1928), longing for salvation from god,
and Odile of Bande a part (1964), staring out the window.
Starting from this scene, Hong’s films, which have always
dealt with ‘daily life’, begin to shift towards ‘nobility’.
I wrote that when Oki’s Movie was released, Hong’s films
were in a stage of youth. Recent films, from Yourself and
Yours to The Day After , are films that have concluded
this stage. He has ended ‘Hong Sangsoo’s Blue Period’.
The title of his new release is Grass . He used the title of
Whitman’s poem for On the Beach at Night Alone , and
now he is using the title of Whitman’s book of poetry.
The film’s title is simple, yet it seems like there are many
characters intertwined with each other. I do not know
whether he is going to portray the day of life or the night
of death. I just know it’s a dangerous thing to try to
predict Hong’s new work. There is one thing I do know
for sure. As Whitman’s Leaves of Grass did for me, Hong
Sangsoo’s will take me to a place I’ve never been before.
From a man who has concluded a period of his career, it’s
what I look forward to.
by LEE Yong-Cheol (Film Critic)
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A Reliable New Cineaste

SHIN Dong-seok
LAST CHILD in Forum

Last Child was warmly received at the Seoul Independent Film Festival as well as at the Busan International Film
Festival last year. It is hard to define one single theme for this film. Last Child asks the deep question of what it is to
accept death and to go on with life, and discusses violence, generational divides and forgiveness. SHIN Dong-seok tells
us what made him choose the theme of death for his film debut, and how he wanted to discuss the ethics of mourning.

How does it feel to see your film screened at Berlinale?
It's quite heavy for a first film.

I went through an extreme fluctuation of feelings as my
close friends passed away one after the other in my 20s.
That is when I thought deeply about the feeling of mourning,
wondering if my somewhat clichéd condolences would
really be meaningful to their family. I thought the feeling
of mourning could perhaps be the basis for making ethical
decisions, which led me to write the script.
In recent Korean independent cinema, teenagers, young people
in their 20s, and violence and death have almost become a set of
conventions required to form a certain genre. Did you want to say in
a symbolic way that violence is handed down to the next generation?
Or is the film a genuine reflection of the youth of today?

I did see this symbolic message in other films, that violence
is handed down to the next generation, but it is not the case
in Last Child . I wanted to minimize the juvenile violence
because I wanted to tell the story from the grown-up couple’s
point of view. Seemingly it is in the form of juvenile violence
but I did not go deep enough. Instead, I wanted to show the
universal problems that the couple was going through, and I
was worried violence could be in the way. I had to keep some
distance from the case of violence so that I better could step
into the couple’s emotions.
The working place is set in a good location.

I thought Seong-cheol’s character was a kind of grave
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Synopsis
It has been only a few months since the death of Sungcheol (CHOI Moo-seong) and Mi-sook’s (KIM Yeo-jin) son.
The boy drowned while rescuing his friend Ki-hyun (SEONG
Yu-bin). After meeting Ki-hyun a few times, Seong-cheol
learns of the boy’s poor circumstances and decides to help.
Though Mi-sook also gradually opens her heart towards the
boy, their relationship runs into a crisis when an unbearable
truth is revealed.

decorator, if you will. He places the grave stone and then
plants a tree by the grave. He establishes a scholarship
foundation and tries hard to recognize his son as a martyr.
Looking after Ki-hyun is part of a mourning process.
However, there is some distance between Seong-cheol and Kihyun. Seong-cheol can neither refuse nor accept Ki-hyun. In
these circumstances I created a home makeover shop where
a couple may work together and Seong-cheol may teach Kihyun how to earn a living. Like replacing ragged wallpaper,
it was a relevant setting to visualize their relationship, too.
Towards the end, the couple chooses personal revenge, which looks
even more violent than Ki-hyun’s lies.

Before making decisions, the couple converses over whether
to kill themselves after their deceased son. They may have
felt everything was meaningless when all of their efforts for
justice and mourning failed. I wanted to raise this question
when all of their hard work was about to turn out to be
meaningless. If perfect mourning or perfect forgiveness
is impossible, are all the efforts to heal the wound, and to
comfort and ask for forgiveness, just meaningless? So I let
them confront that meaningless moment, you know, the
moment when everything seems to be hopeless. Only then I
wanted to declare that those efforts are not meaningless, and
that it is important to ask for forgiveness even if forgiving is
not possible.
In the end Mi-sook comes between Seong-cheol and Ki-hyun. What

did you want to say by this change in relationship?

I had this insight right from the beginning, going back to
when I was writing the script. I wanted the film to begin
with Seong-cheol and end with Mi-sook. I went for a different
type of directing for that scene. I usually give very clear and
specific direction, but at that time, I gave a rather abstract
request, asking the actress “to look as though she was in
deep thought after seeing Ki-hyun.“ I wanted to give a feeling
of closure to this emotional whirlpool of mourning so that
these three people may move on to another stage, the next
level. Mi-sook is a very emotional person, so while she was
thinking I wanted to bring about a change in the situation.
She had been unclear thus far, but at that moment, I wanted
her to look very clear.
Would you relate saving Ki-hyun from the water to an act of
forgiveness or renunciation?

Last Child is not a story where someone simply saves another.
These three people pull each other up. What is important
here is what Ki-hyun does. He is responsible for the lies but
he finally reveals the truth and decides to stay with the
couple. That is what makes the current ending possible. I kept
thinking of what MURAKAMI Haruki once said, which is,
you should keep asking for forgiveness until the forgiver says
you are forgiven. The couple had this forgiving, mourning,
sympathetic feeling the whole time. But still, without Kihyun’s action, this ending would not have been possible.
by LEE Yong Cheol (Film Critic) | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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Digital Variety

PARK Ki-yong
OLD LOVE in Forum

PARK Ki-yong of Camel (s) (2002) is finally back with a feature film, after 16 years of essay films and documentary films.

Old Love observes a man and a woman walking together through the old streets of downtown Seoul that once were
hip and crowded but now are deserted. It is a romantic road movie but at the same time an ‘actualité’ of everyday life,
bearing the weight and loneliness of real life, sorrow of aging, tension of romance and burden of everyday life.

You are very sensitive to new technology as seen in the modern
style of Motel Cactus (1997) or your digital approach in Camel (s).
How about Old Love ? What is special about this film in terms of
technology and style?

I am a very curious person. I came up with the idea of digital
style when I decided not to make mainstream commercial
cinema any more. I’ve been working with digital since 2001,
and I believe it fits the kind of films that I want to make,
and reflects my circumstances. Ever since Camel(s), I have
preferred shooting actual people in their actual space, which
leads to the documentary-like appearance of this film. I
taught at the Korean Academy of Film Arts for about 10
years since 2010, during which time I could not really shoot
a film. I came back to filmmaking when I was living in New
Zealand for about two-and-a-half years. I worked by myself
with a small DSLR camera. I made a lot of mistakes until
I finally found my own way of filmmaking. I found out that
I liked small-scale, private movies. Since 2010 I have made
small essay-like films every year. Old Love is also in the
same vein. I shot this film in January and February 2017
and it is within my own style of essay-like filmmaking.
Was Old Love also shot with a DSLR?

Yes, as in the past, the Korean Academy of Film Arts and
the Tokyo Film School (TFS) had an exchange program, and
this film was made in collaboration with a professor at TFS
who worked on the sound design and music. Film students
at Dankook University, where I am currently working,
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Synopsis
Yoon-hee and Jeong-soo meet
unexpectedly, for the first time in 25
years, at the airport. Yoon-hee is stopping
by Seoul and Heong-soo is seeing off his
daughter who is leaving to study abroad.
The two, who used to be a couple a long
time ago, go for an awkward journey in
the city.

participated in the shooting and recording.
YOO Jung-ah, who is playing Yoon-hee’s character, is in fact a famous
broadcaster. What made you pick her for your film?

She has a brief experience of stage acting. When I was
searching for an amateur actress, a cafe owner I have known
for a long time recommended her. YOO Jung-ah was at that
time looking for a change in life, and she was clear about
wanting the role. It was not really stressful for her as it is
only a small movie.
What made you want to have such old and ragged locations in the
film rather than the brighter part of Seoul?

The places you see in the film, like Jong-no and Pagoda, are
the spaces that I really like. In terms of film narrative, these
are the places where the couple might have dated. They meet
for the first time in Seoul since their breakup in college, and
re-visit the places where they used to date. These places have
a kind of old and unchanging atmosphere, which suits these
two lonely people.

her wanting to be part of the assembly but not really being
able to. Korea is changing very fast, and I wanted to depict
individuals who are not exactly a part of society but are still
influenced by it.
In the film, natural noise sometimes covers up dialogues.

I tried different types of camera and sound recorder every
time. I was shooting. I shot the actors with a telephoto lens
from a distance but I still let them wear a mic. The result
is that you look at them as if you were peeping from a
distance, but the sound is very clear, which creates a kind of
unsteadiness feeling. I like using the natural sound. I kept it
as is during sound editing stage as well.
Were the dialogues performed as written in the script?

No. There was no dialogue in the scenario. I just illustrated
the given situation everyday and the actors would just carry
on pretty much on their own. YOO Jung-ah has a long history
as a broadcaster, and KIM Tae-hoon has a great career as a
dramatic stage actor, which worked well together.

The film features the famous protests that took place in winter

Tell us what you’ve been up to these days.

2016/17, where hundreds of thousands of people would gather with

I am planning on releasing this film in a small circle. I have
just finished shooting another movie and am about to go on
with editing it. It should be released before the end of this
year. And in March, I’ll be shooting the official documentary
film for the Pyeongchang Paralympic Games.

candles. Did you want to describe the characters as part of this real
society?

We had a great event last year which we never actually
knew was coming, and I really wanted to have it in my
film. I wanted to depict Yoon-hee’s loneliness by showing

by JEONG Min-ah (Film Critic) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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Korean Media Art, Today

Sanghee Song
Jane Jin Kaisen

COME BACK ALIVE BABY and STRANGE MEETINGS in Forum Expanded

Come Back Alive Baby
intertwines the Korean folk tale
of the “baby commander” with
a site of tragic history. This three-video
channel piece consists of pencil-drawn
animation, archival footage and photos,
and documentary images of historical
locations. The accompanying subtitles
recreate the dialogue between a mother
and a child in what seems like ventriloquism. The images in
the video each carry different textures and movements, and
with the help of a majestic soundtrack, they maximize a postapocalyptic sensibility.
Sanghee Song has focused on the nameless who have
disappeared amid tragic history. She has been working on
various ways of recreating images of women and children
who represent the weak and the victimized by collecting and
researching historical records, and has actively borrowed
sources from folktales, fables and myths. Specifically, her works
known as the ‘archival trilogy’, which include Anyang at the
Dawn of the Day (2014), The Story of Byeongangsoe 2016 (2016)
and Come Back Alive Baby (2017), create an original visual
grammar through collected archival footage and reassembled
photos. She recalls the nameless in history without mourning
or imprisoning them in the past and allows them to connect
with the present by inspiring a different kind of contemplation.
Strange Meetings begins in a building in ruins. The camera,
which moves from outside of the building to the inside, and
then back outside again, explores, gazes at, and then stands
back from each spatial corner. The building is a deserted
medical care center for sexually transmitted diseases (STD)
known as the Monkey House located in the Mt. Soyosan area.
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Come Back Alive Baby

Strange Meetings

The deserted building and its remains embrace the memories
and times of its space. The film heads outside the building to
the tunes of Korean old-pop ‘Trot’ music to where we witness
the circus performance of a singing beggar. Strange Meetings
introduces a meeting of the deserted building, the circus
performance and mountain climbers, but the film actually
arranges other engagements at a slow pace. It faces modern
times that may have become washed out but still exist,
overlapping worn down spaces and the body, and summoning
the wounds of the past that are stored in the present.
Jane Jin Kaisen explores the remaining spaces of Korean
modern history like a microscope observing an object. She is
a Korean-born adoptee to Denmark who returned to Korea
to conduct research on Korean modern history as a means to
find her own identity. She slowly expands her interest from
overseas adoption to comfort women, prostitution women
of military camp towns, the Jeju Uprising, and separated
families between South and North Korea. More than
anything, Jane Jin Kaisen refrains from heading for times
in the past or digging into past events in her take on Korean
modern history and instead connects with people and objects
from the spaces of now and here.
by LEE Seung-min (Film Critic)

FESTIVAL

Bravo!

Korean Films

Featuring great ideas and high production quality, Korean films have not only caught the attention of Berlin,
but also other major international film festivals to be held between January and February, such as the 34th

S

Sundance, the 47th Rotterdam and the 40th Clermont-Ferrand International Short Film Festival.
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Sundance Film Festival

Eyes in the Red Wind

JEOM
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The 34th Sundance Film Festival, held from January
18 – 28 this year in Park City, Utah, is one of the most
prestigious independent film festivals in the world. With the
recent wave of online streaming companies such as Netflix
and Amazon Studios seeking new upcoming talents, the
festival’s influence has become more prominent. For this
year’s edition, two Korean films, both shorts, heated up the
festival venue which was struck by a major cold wave.
KIM Kang-min’s stop-motion animation JEOM was invited
to the short animation competition section, ‘Animation
Spotlight’. In the film, a man, just like his father, is born
with a large birthmark on his behind, and is worried his
own son might inherit it as well. The animation style, which
uses stop-motion technique with rough-textured cardboard
that is cut and overlapped, is as unique as the storyline. The
film is an autobiographical piece written and directed by
filmmaker KIM Kang-min who actually grew up being selfconscious of the big birthmark on his own behind that he
was born with.
KIM Kang-min majored in Experimental Animation at the
CalArts School of Film/Video where a number of famous
animation filmmakers, including Tim Burton, have studied
and provided the academic groundwork for professionals
who are now working at companies such as Disney and

Pixar. He subsequently earned acclaim at world-renowned
film festivals such as Sundance with his short animations
including 2012’s 38-39°C and Deer Flower (2016). 38-39°C
shares a similar motif as this year’s festival selection JEOM
whereby a middle-aged man spends a lot of time scrubbing
himself at the public bathhouse to erase the Mongolian spot
on his father’s body that he’s seen in his dream.
Another festival invitee is Eyes in the Red Wind . This 11minute short directed by Korea National University of Arts,
School of Film, TV & Multimedia professor LEE Seungmoo was showcased in the non-competition section, ‘New
Frontier’. The ‘New Frontier’ section introduces independent
and experimental works that contribute to artistic
growth by means of high-tech mediums such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality
(MR), which have lately been attracting public interest.
Eyes in the Red Wind is the first Korean project to be
officially invited to this section.
The film tells the story of a shaman possessed by the spirit
of a drowned man on a boat floating on a peaceful lake
during a soul cleansing ritual. The shaman subsequently
transforms the scene into a bloody carnage when she points
out the murderer amongst the dead man’s family and
relatives gathered for the ritual. This film,which presents
a rare example of applying the traditional Korean subject
of exorcism to VR, was made through the Korean Film
Council affiliated Korean Academy of Film Arts ‘High-tech
Film Production Program: Intensive Course on VR Film
Production’, which launched during the second half of 2016.
Eyes in the Red Wind was showcased at the 50th Sitges
Film Festival in October, 2017.
Meanwhile, an American-directed film with a Korean cast
was also invited to this year’s Sundance. Daryl Wein’s
White Rabbit was showcased in the NEXT section, which
focuses on innovative and forward-thinking approaches
to storytelling. Vivian BANG, of Korean descent, stars in
this dramatic comedy which focuses on a Korean American
performance artist in L.A. struggling with identity issues.

International Film Festival Rotterdam
The foreign film festival where you can kick-start the year
with the most up-to-date Korean films is the International

Film Festival Rotterdam. Since its advent in 1972, the
festival has made continuous efforts to introduce to the
international film scene new films that step away from
Hollywood conventions. The festival shares a long friendship
with Korean cinema. Hong Sangsoo’s The Day A Pig Fell
Into A Well (1996), PARK Chan-ok’s Jealousy Is My Middle
Name (2002), YANG Ik-june’s Breathless (2009), PARK
Jung-bum’s The Journals of Musan (2011), and LEE Sujin’s HAN Gong-ju (2014) all received the festival’s highest
accolade, the Hivos Tiger Award. In 2009, 10 Korean titles
including KIM Ki-young’s The Housemaid were showcased
in the restoration section, ‘Signals: Cinema Regained’.
Seven Korean works met with European audiences at the
47th edition of Rotterdam, which ran from January 24 to
February 4.
BAEK Seung-bin’s I Have a Date With Spring had its world
premiere as a contender for the Hivos Tiger Award in the
competition section.
BAEK gained local and international acclaim through
his 2007 short The French Lieutenant's Woman and his
2008 feature debut film Members of The Funeral , but this
is the first time for him to attend the International Film
Festival Rotterdam. I Have a Date With Spring is a mystery
drama about four people who each receive a special gift
from a strange being on the eve of Doomsday. The film
stars KIM Sung-kyun, JANG Young-nam, KANG Haneul, LEE Hye-young, KIM Hak-sun. Festival programmer
Gerwin Tamsma attributed the selection of the film to its
“unusual combination of mystery, bizarre incident and
sensitive realist drama with a humorous touch which makes
it less pessimistic than the end of the world might lead
us to believe”, which, he also says, “leaves lot of scope for
interpretation.”
HWANG Dong-hyuk’s The Fortress will be screened in
the non-competitive ‘A History of Shadows’ section. Based
on author KIM Hoon’s bestselling novel of the same name,
The Fortress is a period piece set during the Qing invasion
of Joseon. The ‘A History of Shadows’ section is the latest
addition to Rotterdam’s special programs and will enjoy
its first year of highlighting and reevaluating figures in
history. Tamsma calls The Fortress “an intelligent, moving
and even wise film for our (not only Korea’s) time, dealing
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with complex moral questions of historical pride, identity
and culture in an entertaining way.”
LEE Gwang-kuk’s new feature A Tiger in Winter was
presented in the ‘Voice’ section where films covering social
issues in their own voices are introduced. LEE Gwang-kuk
attended Rotterdam in 2012 with Romance Joe . A Tiger in
Winter tells the story of Gyeong-yu (played by LEE Jin-uk)
who roams the streets in fear of a tiger that is reported to
have escaped from a zoo after his girlfriend he was living
off, Yoo-jung (played by KO Hyun-jung), kicks him out of her
house. This film has already been introduced at the Busan
International Film Festival and the Seoul Independent Film
Festival. LEE Gwang-kuk says he felt “he ran away from
an important relationship at a crucial moment out of some
vague or typical fear” and added that “this film all began
from a desire to own up to and face personal issues, and
offer consolation”.
The next world tour destination for action film The
Villainess starring KIM Ok-vin as a trained female
assassin after it made its first stop at Cannes’ ‘Midnight
Screening’ section was Rotterdan’s genre film showcase
‘Rotterdammerung’. Festival programmer Müge Demir
noted, “Director JUNG Byung-gil introduces his female
assassin Sook-hee in an already much talked about, insanely
choreographed and virtuosically shot fight sequence. The
tone is set for the rest of The Villainess that continues to
dazzle with some meticulously crafted scenes that elevate
revenge action to another level.”
The winner of the Vision Director Award and the Actor
of the Year Award for actor PARK Jong-hwan at the 2017
Busan International Film Festival, filmmaker JEONG
Ga-young’s Hit the Night will be meeting international
audiences in the non-competitive ‘Bright Future’ section
which highlights the works of young filmmakers with fresh
new visions. JEONG, who wrote, directed and starred in
the film, presents a straightforward and lively account of
a female writer expressing her attraction to a man during
the course of preparing a screenplay. This is the first film
produced by Korean startup Lezhin Entertainment, which
operates Lezhin Comics, a popular webtoon service.
CHO Seoung-ho’s video piece Latency Contemplation 3
will be screened in the ‘Bright Future Short’ section. The

filmmaker attended last year’s Rotterdam with Latency
Contemplation 2 . The Museum of Modern Art in New York
has held a number of solo exhibitions for the New Yorkbased artist, whose works are collages of digitalized images
of daily objects and landscapes with lyrical sounds and
images. The 10-minute video completes the meditative
documentation of the author’s internal and external world
by creating various abstract images taken from natural
scenery.
A special film that shares both Korean and Danish
production credits has made it into the ‘Bright Future
Competition’ section. Korean-Danish adoptee Malene CHOI
Jensen’s The Return follows two Korean Danish adoptees
struggling with identity as they visit their motherland for
the first time and encounter other adoptees in Seoul. The
film is based on true stories from adoptees the filmmaker
met in Seoul while she was shooting the film.

Clermont-Ferrand International Short Film Festival
France’s prestigious Clermont-Ferrand International Short
Film Festival is considered the Cannes Film Festival of
shorts. YOON Ga-eun, who made her feature debut with
The World of Us (2016), won the Grand Prix from the
International Competition for her short Guest in 2012.
Three Korean films were invited to the international
competition section for the festival’s 40th edition that was
held from February 2-10: OH Seo-Ro’s (OO) , KIM Hyunjung’s Home without Me and LEE Na-yeon’s Three-Room .
Of note are two films from the Mise-en-scene Short Film
Festival, recognized as the ‘gateway for upcoming Korean
filmmakers aiming for their feature debut’, which are
included in the line-up. First is Home without Me , which
grabbed the Best Film prize in the ‘A Short Film about
Love’ section, the Grand Prize (by unanimous vote) and
the Jury’s Special Award for the Actor, for child actress
KIM Min-seo. It is the first Grand Prize to be awarded to
a korean film in the last five years at the Mise-en-Scene
Short Film Festival. The film is a coming-of-age story based
on actual childhood episodes from filmmaker KIM Hyunjung. Set during the spring of 1998, 4th grader Seyoung
(played by KIM min-seo) wants to join the Girl Scouts,
but her mother is reluctant due to financial constraints.

Seyoung keeps her disappointment to herself until one day
she explodes and acts out in a way she could never have
imagined before. The film is outstanding in the way it
delicately depicts the complex layers of emotion a secondborn child experiences in a household where both parents
are working within its short 33-minute running time.
Another award contender in the ‘A Short Film about Love’
section, Three-Room is a 21-minute dramatic piece by
LEE Na-yeon dealing with the subtle conflicts that exist
between family members. Two sisters (played by LEE
Myung-ha and LEE Hye-rin) who live apart are joined
by their father (played by KIM Jong-gu) to find a house
to live together. But it’s more than challenging to find
a three-room place within a budget of KRW 30 million
(approx. USD 28,000). Resentment and disappointment are
reflected in their conversation as they talk about finding
a place to live together. The composed stance the film
maintains as the main characters’ psychological states
are revealed through their brief verbal exchanges, which
eventually has one assume the personal situations they are
placed in, but not through dialogue, is quite impressive.
The animation short with the unusual title of (OO) , which
expresses the happenings of someone’s nostrils, grabbed
the Jury Award at the Seoul Independent Film Festival.
The film offers a sensuous account of a man who feels
ticklish in the nose as he walks on the street, sneezes
and struggles with a runny nose as it expresses each
stage through ingenious situations. The man’s sneeze is
interpreted as a firing gun, while in the case of his runny
nose, it’s a sewer. A road stalled from a traffic jam, the
rising sun and a bomb exploding, the level of imagination
endlessly unraveling from someone’s nostrils is not only
brilliant but also full of humor. And this all materializes
before one’s eyes in just three minutes.
The Clermont-Ferrand International Short Film Festival
states, “Three-Room and Home without Me both have
strong storytelling and beautiful actors. And (OO) is so
full of ideas. All of these choices were unanimous. Korean
cinema is strong because of short films and schools like
KAFA and we are very happy to have NA Hong-jin for a
masterclass”.
by NA Won-jeong (Film Journalist)
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Power of

Women Characters
2017 Korean Short Film Trend

The Road Not Taken

One thing you may have noticed in the Korean short film
trend in 2017 is the strong presence of women in the lead
role. No matter what the theme of the film is, no matter
where the characters belong in terms of social strata and
what their age may be, many women are occupying the
center of these narratives. It also resonates with one of the
most active Korean social agendas, which is to look closely
at the issues of women from many different perspectives. Let
us have a look at some leading examples.

Different ages, different issues

Mac-boogie

The Girl Running
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Why don’t we first take a look at the middle-aged women
who have often occupied the screen in the past as well,
illustrating their hard and lonely life? Mac-boogie (2017)
introduces a middle-aged woman in a small village as the
main character, who has spent all her life serving her
husband and children. She suffers early menopause but has
no one to tell. Her son complains about being the only one
among his friends without a MacBook and keeps whining
at her to buy him one. She finally decides to sell a cow to
provide the money to buy one but the ‘infertile’ cow is not
easily sold. Then she realizes that she is somewhat like that
cow, which makes her very sad. The film bluntly and quietly
asks what it is to age, to lose vitality, and to drift in the sea
of life.
Many more films feature young women as the lead, which
is a distinctive trend this year. From teenagers and college
students, to office workers in their 20s and 30s, they have
their own set of hardships and circumstances in life. In
these films they look closely at issues and raise questions,
sometimes actively trying to work them out. For example,
for the child in Home without Me (2017), the biggest issue
is that she is all by herself the whole time. Her parents are
busy at work and her elder sister offers her no comfort. The
girl’s dream is to join the Girl Scouts but there are so many
obstacles in the way for this little dream to come true. This
film depicts a little girl’s petty issue, but is powerful enough

to make us look back on our weary lives.
Us in the Middle of the Day and The Road Not Taken deal
with realistic problems faced by grown-ups. They both
feature a young, mature woman as the lead, both of whom
are poor and very much tired of life. In Us in the Middle
of the Day protagonist Jinju loves dancing and dreams of
visiting France one day when she is rich. However, with
her life it seems unlikely that this dream can come true.
Her family is a troublesome burden on her and she is busy
making up for the misdeeds of her younger sibling. However
the film does not entirely leave her alone. Instead, it does a
great job of leading her to search for hope by herself, however
feeble it may be. The Road Not Taken also shares a similar
virtue. The main character feels left behind in society after
years of trying to become a professional novelist. She feels as
though she is in a cul-de-sac both economically and socially.
She is in a relationship crisis as well with her close friend.
However, she never goes as low as to hit an existential pit.
The film accomplishes the magic of bringing a hint of vitality
to her bleak life.
Some films perform this magic in a different way. While
the two previous films lead their respective characters
to find realistic hope by themselves despite devastating
circumstances, they also provide optimistic insights about
life in a somewhat warm and humorous way. With In the
Dust of Time the main character suddenly quits the job
that she has had for the last four years. Experiencing deep
feelings of emptiness, she falls asleep at a friend’s place
while watching a video. The title of the movie is Dust in the
Wind , which reminds her of her good old high school days. In
the Dust of Time takes this unique way of incorporating the
lonely sentiment from Dust in the Wind , a masterpiece by
HOU Hsiao-hsien. So this is a rare moment where a film and
a memory associated with it comfort the main character who
is suffering from loneliness and emptiness.
The Girl Running (2017) is lighter and brighter than In the
Dust of Time . It features a female high school athlete who is

not very good at running. The PE teacher recommends her to
the Judo club but she likes running and keeps practicing. As
she does so, the film generates a lot of laughter. She knows
she won’t make a great athlete, and so do we. However, she
does not give up. When she runs at the end of the film, you
have no choice but to take her inability as a genuine part of
her as well.

Women and Society
Lastly, let us introduce A Hand-written Poster (2017), along
with My Turn (2017). How shall we name the category that
they belong to? They show how the individual hardships
of life, especially that of young women, in fact stems from
societal and structural problems. For example, the college
student in A Hand-written Poster accuses her professor of
embezzlement, only to get accused of libel in return. She
hesitates about whether to spread the news even more, or to
give in. After a lot of thought, she finally decides not to give
in. The film tries to accentuate the situation as a part of the
unjust power system of society, which goes far beyond being
a personal problem.
My Turn has more to do with gender issues. The main
character is a nurse at a hospital. When she gets pregnant,
all of her fellow nurses turn against her as they were taking
turns to get pregnant and use maternal leave in order to
prevent a shortage of staff.
Then we finally ask this question: why does it have to be
such a burden on others when getting pregnant is one’s own
decision? Why don’t we, and shouldn’t we, transform the
societal structure that causes such an absurd problem?
My Turn is a good example that reminds us of the endless
problems from which women suffer. It introduces a specific
hardship of life and asks us how it should be dealt with. It
appears, for the time being, that Korean short films focusing
on women characters will continue to appear in various
ways.
by JUNG Han-seok (Film Critic)
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Exploring Genres
LEE Dong-ha

CEO & Producer of RED PETER FILM
TRAIN TO BUSAN & PSYCHOKINESIS
YEON Sang-ho, director of Train To Busan (2016), is releasing his second live action feature, Psychokinesis .
On his two feature films, YEON had the help of the head of RED PETER FILM, producer LEE Dong-ha. From auteur-oriented
works such as LEE Chang-dong’s Poetry (2010), to genre-oriented films such as Horror Stories (2012), he has worked in
a variety of genres. With Psychokinesis , LEE and YEON combine the unique subject of psychic powers with Korean-style
drama. We met with LEE, to have him explain his role as a producer, as well as future plans for RED PETER FILM.

How would you describe Psychokinesis ?

It tells the story of a father who can move objects with his
mind using psychokinetic powers. Various types of people,
including the father and his daughter, appear in the film,
and the overall movie has a strong sense of black comedy.
This sensibility, which you can see throughout YEON
Sang-ho’s previous works, is perhaps even more striking in
Psychokinesis . YEON has a superb talent in delivering his
point-of-view by highlighting distinct aspects of Korean
society through genre-oriented elements. I hope the audience
will realize that at its core, the movie is about the lives of
everyday people.
The success of Train To Busan must have had a positive influence on
the production of Psychokinesis .

NEW, the investment and distribution company of Train To

Busan , gladly decided to invest in the film. With their fullsupport, I could focus on assisting director YEON and the
vision he was going for. Furthermore, we had quite a few
dangerous stunts including wire action, and because we
were shooting during hot and humid weather, we had to be
particularly conscious of on-set safety issues.
As a producer, you work closely with the director to analyze the
screenplay, and consider this process to be important.

I give my opinion about a screenplay to the director in a
fierce and straightforward manner, whether it does or does
not get included in the final draft. Even with Train To
Busan , YEON and I were attacking each other the entire
time (laughs). We cover various issues in advance such
as investment, casting, crew members and discuss what
could be a potential problem. We need to specifically draw
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an overall picture of the filmmaking process, which will
also help the director have some time to contemplate these
issues. We can finally start production once we reach an
agreement, after many discussions. From then on, I adjust
everything to the director’s vision.
The production scale of Psychokinesis seems quite large, with the
special effects needed to portray the psychic powers. Efficient
budgeting must have been mandatory.

Because we had to deal with psychokinesis and create
scenes that had never been attempted in Korea, we invested
our efforts into the visual aspects of the film. There’s a
considerable amount of VFX, and we actually built largescale sets that we originally had in mind. The actual
production cost of Psychokinesis was KRW 9.8 billion
(approx. USD 9.2 million), and a considerable amount was
spent on production design and set production. Also, for
ScreenX and 4DX projections, we used ‘Three CAM’, a
technique that utilizes three cameras at the front, left and
right. This creates a panoramic experience by delivering
three separate screens of a single scene onto the ScreenX
3-screen installation. I tried to give the support needed to
add more imagination to YEON’s vision.
How did you first meet YEON Sang-ho?

In 2011, while I was working on the omnibus film Horror
Stories as chief producer, I had a chat with the directors
KIM Gok and KIM Sun, of the short Ambulance On The
Death Zone , who told me The King of Pigs (2011) was quite
good. Soon afterwards, I was drinking with PARK Jung-
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bum, director of The Journals of Musan (2010), who said
he was close with YEON and he called him to join us. That
was when we first met. We happened to live close to each
other and often met to share ideas. It was around this time
when YEON showed me the screenplay for The Fake (2013),
and I introduced him to the then president of NEW’s Film
Business Unit, JANG Kyung-ik (currently the head of
Studio&NEW). NEW decided to distribute The Fake , and
YEON has continued to collaborate with NEW since then.
You founded your production company, RED PETER FILM,
in March 2014.

There were quite a few projects I had in mind, but being
familiar with the dilemmas many of my colleagues
experienced while managing a film production company,
I originally had no desire to set up my own company. It
was actually YEON who first made the proposition. While
we were developing the idea for Train To Busan , YEON
suggested: “why don’t we do it together?” While he was
showing several producers the script for Train To Busan ,
he was told: “you think it’s possible to make a zombie film
like this?”, while others were not even interested. However,
YEON and I were convinced that it would be a lot of fun
and interesting enough for the audience. I was convinced
that although it would cost us a lot, it wouldn’t be a loss of
money for the investor. That’s how it all started.
Is there a difference between being the head of a film production
company and acting as the producer of a film?

There is more responsibility that incumbs to a film

production company head. As a producer, you solely focus on
one movie until its release. Now, if I’m convinced one project
is going well, I’ll start working on another project to make
sure it’s on the right track. Apart from that, I don’t think
there is a big difference between the two roles.
As a producer, you worked in diverse genres from drama to thrillers,
including action and horror. I am sure this experience will influence
the films you plan to make at RED PETER FILM.

After working on A Brand New Life (2009) and Poetry (2010)
as a producer, I had the opportunity to learn more about
genre films while producing The Cat (2011). After working
on Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), I was convinced I could
make genre films in a different way. I worked on Train To
Busan which led to the opportunity to make Psychokinesis .
I think RED PETER FILM will set no boundaries in terms
of genre or subject matter, but we will focus on movies that
center on characters and people. If we can expand to more
varied genres, I’d be glad.
Within the changing market trends and media platforms, what do you
think the role and position of the producer should be?

Netflix and Amazon have a huge influence, and investment
and distribution in domestic and overseas markets have
diversified over the years. The director must think about
how to present their vision according to the medium. The
producer needs to have a strategy when it comes to creating
different ways of packaging and producing. Now the role of
the producer has become more crucial.
The international acclaim and impressive overseas sales of Train

To Busan must have raised the possibility of international coproductions for RED PETER FILM.

We’ve received more propositions from foreign parties after
the success of Train To Busan . I think we could make some
adjustments like utilizing the Hollywood platform while
conducting production in Korea. Among some of YEON’s
ideas, some seem to be a better fit for overseas production.
I guess I should hurry and send YEON overseas (laughs).
With Train To Busan , the Cannes Film Festival Midnight Screening led

you to sell the film to 160 countries and raise over USD 5.4 million
in profit. An overseas strategy for Psychokinesis must have been
discussed.

The strategy used on Train To Busan by our overseas sales
company Contents Panda has been very effective. However
as we see Psychokinesis having a stronger appeal for the
Korean audience than Train To Busan , we’ve decided to
release the film only in China after its domestic release in
Korea. Later, it will be available for streaming on Netflix.
(Netflix and NEW signed a global distribution contract for
Psychokinesis during last year's American Film Market)
Are there any new talents or veteran filmmakers RED PETER FILM
would like to work with?

After Train To Busan , I had my eyes on the film production
company KwangHwaMoon Cinema, which is affiliated with
directors KIM Tae-gon of Familyhood (2016) and WOO
Moon-gi of The King of Jokgu (2014). I also wanted to work
with filmmakers such as JO Sung-hee of A Werewolf Boy
(2012) and KIM Byung-woo of The Terror Live (2013). They
still are intriguing directors. I also believe that independent
filmmakers such as PARK Jung-bum, KIM Gok and KIM
Sun have the capacity to create great mainstream movies.
At the moment, we have high hopes for newcomer CHOI
Soo-jin, of our screenplay writing team at RED PETER
FILM, who directed the short Ojt: On The Job Training
(2017) and is hard at work on her script.
We’re curious about this year’s lineup for RED PETER FILM.

We’re set to start shooting Misungnyeon (working title),
directed by actor KIM Yun-seok, in early February. We are
co-producing the film with the production company Huayi
Brothers. We also have another debut director’s film being
co-produced with filmmaker LEE Chang-dong and producer
LEE Joon-dong’s Pinehouse Film, which is budgeted around
KRW 3 billion (USD 2.8 million). Director LEE Sunggang’s new animated film, Princess Aya (working title) will
be completed in September. We will also be gearing up for
YEON Sang-ho’s next film this fall, and will start recruiting
crew members between March and April.
by JEONG Ji-hye (Film Critic) | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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UPCOMING FILMS

Most Anticipated
Korean Films of 2018

Burning
2018 | TBD | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Chang-dong
CAST YOO Ah-in, Steven YEUN, JEON Jong-seo
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Burning is the new film from renowned director LEE Changdong. LEE’s works include the 2007 Venice Film Festival
Special Director’s Award-winning Oasis (2002), Secret
Sunshine (2007), which earned JEON Do-yeon the Best
Actress Award at the 60th Cannes Film Festival, and Poetry
(2010), which won the Best Screenplay Award at the 63rd
Cannes Film Festival. The Film is based on a short story by
the bestselling Japanese author of ‘Norwegian Wood’ and
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‘1Q84’, MURAKAMI Haruki, and is co-written by LEE
Chang-dong and OH Jung-mi.
Burning tells the story of three individuals and a
mysterious incident they experience. Jongsu bumps into
an old friend, Haemi, on a part-time delivery job. Haemi
asks Jongsu to take care of her cat while she leaves on a
trip to Africa. When she returns, Haemi introduces Jongsu
to Ben, a man she met in Africa. One day, Ben and Haemi
pay Jongsu a visit, and Ben reveals his secret interests to
Jongsu.
YOO Ah-in of Veteran (2015), plays the naïve and sensitive
Jongsu, Steven YEUN of The Walking Dead fame plays the
mysterious Ben and newcomer JEON Jong-seo plays Haemi,
Jongsu’s friend and love interest.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

Marionette
2018 | TBD | Thriller
DIRECTOR LEE Han-uk
CAST LEE You-young, KIM Hie-won
RELEASE DATE Spring 2018 CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9353 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

Seo-rin, a fianceed high school teacher and fianceed,
has a few drinks and dozes off in her home. The next
morning, Seo-rin wakes up to see shocking photographs
taken by an unknown man who calls himself ‘Master’.
In order to find out who this ‘Master’ is, she seeks the
help of former detective Kook-chul.
Marionette is a thriller about a high school teacher and
a former detective solving a sexual assault case. The
film portrays the paranoia and disconnect of young
students who are exposed to crime in their daily lives,
and the dire consequences that follow.
LEE You-young, who is building an impressive
filmography, plays lead character Seo-rin. After her
debut in Late Spring (2014), LEE portrayed Joseon’s
greatest gisaeng SEOL Joong-mae in The Treacherous
(2015), for which she received the Best New Actress
prizes from the Blue Dragon and Daejong Film Awards.
In 2016, she played the female lead in director Hong
Sangsoo’s 18th film, Yourself and Yours .
Former detective Kook-chul is played by actor KIM Hiewon. After his debut in Miracle on 1st Street (2007),
KIM has been in a slew of films from Cart (2014), The
Beauty Inside (2015) to The Merciless (2017).
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

The Vanished
2018 | In Post-Production | Crime, Thriller
DIRECTOR LEE Chang-hee CAST KIM Sang-kyung, KIM Kang-woo,
KIM Hee-ae
RELEASE DATE March, 2018 CONTACT Contents Panda
Tel +82 2 3490 9353 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

YOON Seol-hee, the president of a conglomerate, is
found dead. Her body is kept in a morgue, scheduled
for an autopsy by the National Forensic Service, until
it mysteriously disappears without a trace. As the
husband is identified as a suspect, detective Joongsik sets out to find who stole the corpse, and for what
reason.
The Vanished is a fast-paced thriller about the
tracking of a missing body throughout a single night.
Relentless detective Joong-sik is played by KIM
Sang-kyung. KIM is known for his roles in the Hong
Sangsoo films On the Occasion Of Remembering The
Turning Gate (2002), Tale of Cinema (2005), Hahaha
(2010), and the BONG Joon-ho directed Memories of
Murder (2003). KIM Hee-ae, who recently appeared in
C’est Si Bon (2015), plays the mysterious Seol-hee. KIM
Kang-woo of The Treacherous (2015) plays Jin-han,
the husband and main suspect in Seol-hee’s murder,
who claims his wife is still alive. The Vanished is
directed by up-and-coming director LEE Chang-hee,
who won the 40000 Blows Award at the 2011 Mise-enscène Short Film Festival with The Hideout .
by JEONG Kyu-hwan
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Wretches
2018 | 100 MIN | Crime, Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Baek-jun
CAST LEE Won-geun, I-gyeong LEE, PARK Gyu-yeong
RELEASE DATE March, 2018 CONTACT LittleBig Pictures
Tel +82 70 4447 6372 Fax +82 2 2263 8812 Email lsh@little-big.co.kr

Wretches is a film about a bullied teen who becomes
a bully in order to escape his situation. Through the
relationship of three characters, the film portrays, in a
tragic manner, the violence that occurs in school, a place
that often operates as a microcosm of our society, and the
burden of responsibility and ethical struggle that one boy
must bear.
With a cast featuring some of Korea’s rising young acting
talents, of whom several played impressive parts in
last year’s local titles, many have high expectations for
Wretches . I-gyeong LEE of Confidential Assignment (2017)
and White Night (2012) plays Hoon, a boy determined to
have anything he wants. Newcomer PARK Gyu-yeong
plays Bo-kyung/Yeri (a double role), an innocent girl who
becomes Hoon’s object of desire. Winning the award for
best lead actor at the 2017 Fantasporto International
Fantastic Film Festival with his role in KIM Ki-duk’s The
Net (2016), LEE Won-geun plays Jae-young, a boy who
intends on protecting Bo-kyung/Yeri.
Wretches was an official selection for the 2012 Hong Kong
Asian Film Financing Forum (HAF) and was chosen in
2013 to be supported by KOFIC as an international coproduction development project with France.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

Red Shoes & The 7 Dwarfs (W/T)
2018 | TBD l 3D, Family, Adventure, Animation
DIRECTOR HONG Sungho
VOICE CAST Chloë Grace Moretz, Sam Claflin, Gina Gershon, Jim Rash, Patrick
Warburton
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

An animated film that hopes to set the foundation for
future Korean 3D animations is set to be released in
2018. Taking its motif from the world famous fairytale
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs , Red Shoes & The
7 Dwarfs tells the tale of the kindhearted, brave and
upbeat princess Snow White and the seven princes who
were cursed to live their lives as green-skinned dwarves
for only caring about superficial things.
Jin KIM, well known as the first Korean animator to
work at Walt Disney Animation Studios, participated in
the film as the supervising character designer as well
as the director of animation. As the person behind the
character designs of worldwide box office hits such as
Frozen (2013), Big Hero 6 (2014) and Tangled (2010),
his influence is evident in the film, which is also making
headlines for its voice casting lineup. Chloë Grace
Moretz of The Equalizer (2014) plays Snow White, while
Sam Clafin of Me Before You (2016) plays Merlin, and
Gina Gershon of Killer Joe (2011) plays witch queen
Regina.
Red Shoes & The 7 Dwarfs received the Story of the
Republic of Korea Award, which is sponsored by the
Korea Creative Content Agency(KOCCA). The film was
produced by Korean CGI animation production studio
Locus Corporation and is directed by HONG Sungho.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan
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Stand By Me
2018 | 90 MIN l Drama
DIRECTOR BANG Soo-in CAST LEE Soon-jae, JEONG Ji-hoon
RELEASE DATE March, 2018 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Seven-year-old Deok-gu lives with his grandpa and
his sister Deok-hee. A few years ago, his dad was
killed in a car accident and his mom disappeared
with the life insurance money. As Deok-gu begins
to attend elementary school, his grandpa realizes
he does not have much time left to live. However,
Deok-gu is much too young to take care of himself
and his little sister. Now, the grandfather must
prepare a final gift for his grandchildren.
Stand By Me is a family movie which follows the
story of Deok-gu, a child in a multicultural family,
and his grandpa who goes on a search for Deok-gu’s
runaway mom.
Seasoned actor LEE Soon-jae plays the role of
the grandfather. LEE has worked in a variety of
genres and roles in various movies and television
programs, becoming a widely appreciated actor in
Korea. The role of Deok-gu is played by child actor
JEONG Ji-hoon, who recently had a role in the box
office hit Along With the Gods: The Two Worlds
(2017). Stand By Me is the debut feature length
film of BANG Soo-in, who took part in the making
of director LEE Joon-ik’s King And The Clown
(2005).
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

The Drug King
2018 | TBD l Crime, Drama
DIRECTOR WOO Min-ho CAST SONG Kang-ho, CHO Jung-seok, Doona BAE
RELEASE DATE Summer, 2018 CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5640 Fax +82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

One day, LEE Doo-sam stumbles into a situation where
he ends up helping the mafia smuggle narcotics. He
soon finds himself fully immersed in the world of crime.
With wit and ambition, Doo-sam not only takes over
the underworld, but leads a double life as a leader of the
local community during the day and a notorious drug
kingpin during the night.
The Drug King follows the story of LEE Doo-sam, the
man responsible for the drug epidemic in Korea during
the 1970s played by SONG Kang-ho. SONG is known for
his roles in A Taxi Driver (2017), The Age of Shadows
(2016) and The Attorney (2013). CHO Jung-seok, who
previously worked with SONG in The Face Reader
(2013), plays a district attorney who plans to end the
inflow of drugs in Busan. Doona BAE plays a lobbyist
who leads Doo-sam to the highest level of power within
the underworld. BAE previously worked with SONG
in Sympathy For Mr. Vengeance (2002) and The Host
(2006).
WOO Min-ho, director of the socially-driven Inside Men
(2015), stated: “I wanted to portray the rise and fall of a
man who lived the most glorious period of his life during
the 1970s, the darkest time for Korea as a nation.”
by JEONG Kyu-hwan
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Be With You
2018 | Drama, Fantasy, Romance
DIRECTOR LEE Jang-hoon
CAST SO Ji-sub, SON Ye-jin
RELEASE DATE Spring, 2018 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5985 Fax +82 2 3470 3549
Email international@lotte.net

Based on the bestselling Japanese novel, Be With You
stars SO Ji-sub of Rough Cut (2008) and SON Ye-jin of
The Last Princess (2016), and is helmed by newcomer
LEE Jang-hoon.
Be With You follows the story of Woo-jin (SO Ji-sub) and
his young son Ji-ho (KIM Ji-hwan), who have lost their
wife and mother, Soo-a (SON Ye-jin). Soo-a, before her
passing, promised to return a year later during the rainy
season. Miraculously, Woo-jin and Ji-ho are reunited with
Soo-a as promised, but she has lost her memories.
This is the first time that SO Ji-sub and SON Ye-jin will
be seen together on screen, and fans are already excited
for the chemistry between the two stars. SO, known for
playing rough and rugged characters, will show audiences
a new side of himself as the kind-hearted husband and
father, Woo-jin. SON is a perfect fit for Soo-a, as her forte
as an actress is portraying sensitivity.
The film also stars child actor KIM Ji-hwan as Woo-jin
and Soo-a’s son Ji-ho, as well as LEE Jun-hyuk of Fatal
Intuition (2015).
Be With You - a story of love and family - is sure to be a
heart-warming experience for audiences.
by SB Peter Bae

Along With The Gods: The Last 49 Days
2018 | Fantasy, Drama
DIRECTOR KIM Yong-hwa
CAST HA Jung-woo, JU Ji-hoon, KIM Hyang-gi, KIM Dong-wook, Don LEE,
LEE Jung-jae
RELEASE DATE Summer, 2018 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 6277 5985 Fax +82 2 3470 3549 Email international@lotte.net

Along With The Gods: The Last 49 Days is the highly
anticipated sequel of its hit predecessor. The first
installment of the duology, Along With the Gods: The
Two Worlds , brought in ten million viewers in Korea
within 16 days of its release. As of January 23rd, the
film has become the third highest grossing film of all
time in Korea. The sequel will introduce new characters
and secrets.
The Last 49 Days picks up where the first film left with
Gang-lim (HA Jung-woo) planning to bring Su-hong
(KIM Dong-wook) to the afterlife. Before Su-hong’s
trials are over, the afterlife guardians - Gang-lim, Deokchoon (KIM Hyang-gi) and Hewonmak (JU Ji-hoon) have another mission. They must bring back an old man,
who was supposed to be deceased but is still alive in the
living world due to a household god. The previous lives
of the afterlife guardians are also unravelled in the
process.
Along With The Gods: The Last 49 Days is directed by
KIM Yong-hwa, and stars HA Jung-woo and KIM Dongwook. The three previously worked together on the box
office hit Take Off (2009).
by SB Peter Bae
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Possible Faces
2018 | 131MIN | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Kang-hyun
CAST KIM Sae-byuk, PARK Jong-hwan, YUN Jong-seok, PAIK Soo-jang
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT CinemaDAL
Tel +82 2 337 2135 Fax +82 2 325 2137 Email sales@cinemadal.com

Possible Faces is a drama that follows the story of Kisun and Hye-ji as they each seek a new life after ending a
romantic relationship and three years of living together.
Through the landscapes of daily routines that take place
within a given social system, the film captures the different
sides of the world each main character faces.
KIM Sae-byeok, who has given impressive performances in
auteur films such as Hong Sangsoo’s The Day After (2017),
which was showcased in the 70th Cannes Film Festival
competition, and KIM Dae-hwan’s The First Lap (2017)
which won the Best Emerging Director Prize at the 70th
Locarno International Film Festival’s ‘Filmmakers of the
Present competition’, plays Hye-jin. Actor PARK Jonghwan, who’s proven his talent as a well-grounded performer
with a Best Actor win at the 2017 Wildflower Film Awards
(Korea) for The Boys Who Cried Wolf (2015), plays male
lead Ki-sun.
This film is the first narrative feature from filmmaker LEE
Kang-hyun who has received acclaim for his documentaries
The Color of Pain (2011) and The Description of
Bankruptcy (2006). Possible Faces received the Citizen
Critics Award from the 22nd Busan Film Festival and the
Seoul Independent Film Festival's Jury Award.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

On Your Wedding Day
2018 | TBD | Romance, Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Seok-keun
CAST PARK Bo-young, KIM Young-kwang
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT Opus Pictures
Tel +82 2 3443 8842 Fax +82 2 3443 4298 Email opus@opuspictures.com

On Your Wedding Day is a romance film that follows
episodes of the life of Woo-yeon (KIM Young-kwang) and
Seung-hee (PARK Bo-young). The tale begins in high
school, where Woo-yeon, who only has eyes for one girl,
finds his first love, the mercurial Seung-hee. From the
awkward, yet lovely first meeting in their teen years to
their rookie years in the ‘real world’, On Your Wedding Day
captures their rough road towards love and growing up.
Since gaining fame for her performance in Scandal
Makers in 2008, PARK Bo-young has claimed her seat as
one of Korea’s most renowned 20-something actresses and
has starred in films of various genres such as You Call It
Passion (2015), The Silenced (2015) and A Werewolf Boy
(2012). With Seung-hee, PARK portrays a character who
acts tough, but is actually quite sensitive. Young actor
KIM Young-kwang plays the character of Woo-yeon in
a pairing that reunites him with his Hot Young Bloods
(2014) co-star PARK. The two young stars, representing
contemporary Korean romance with their chemistry, are
set to dominate the screen with their freshness. On Your
Wedding Day is the directorial debut of LEE Seok-keun
who participated as a writer on The Outlaws (2017) and
The Bros (2017).
by JEONG Kyu-hwan
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The Swordsman
2018 | TBD | Epic, Action
DIRECTOR CHOI Jae-hoon
CAST JANG Hyuk, JEONG Man-sik, JOE Taslim, LEE Min-hyuk
RELEASE DATE 2018 CONTACT Opus Pictures
Tel +82 2 3443 8842 Fax +82 2 3443 4298
Email opus@opuspictures.com

A film about three swordsmen during Korea's Joseon
Dynasty period is coming to theaters. The Swordsman
is a period action film set during the chaotic times of the
fall of China’s Ming Dynasty, when a warrior in search
of his daughter must battle the rising Qing Dynasty.
Other swordsmen, each following their own path,
become embroiled in the conflict in this film of fate and
inevitability.
Actor JANG Hyuk, who impressed as the villain in last
year’s Ordinary Person , portrays the legendary blind
swordsman Tae-yeul. JEONG Man-sik, who has given
many fierce performances in a filmography that includes
Asura: The City of Madness (2016), Inside Men (2015) and
Veteran (2015) portrays the charismatic MIN Seung-ho,
the best swordsman of the Joseon era. Indonesian stat
actor Joe TASLIM, who received praise for his portrayal
of professional killer Jah in Fast & Furious 6 (2013) will
be bringing his explosive energy to a Korean film for the
first time, playing the cold-blooded Qing Dynasty General
Gurutai. LEE Min-hyuk, of K-pop group BTOB, plays the
younger version of Tae-yeul in a role that is gathering
hype due to it being his big screen debut.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan

Little Forest
2018 | TBD | Drama
DIRECTOR YIM Soon-rye
CAST KIM Tae-ri, RYU Jun-yeol, MOON So-ri
RELEASE DATE February 28, 2018 CONTACT M-Line Distribution
Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

Little Forest follows the story of a special year between
three friends. With her career and love life heading
nowhere, Hye-won (KIM Tae-ri) decides to head back to
her hometown. There she meets her old friends, Jae-ha
(RYU Jun-yeol) and Eun-sook (JIN Ki-joo).
Jae-ha yearns for a life that is unique and different from
others, while Eun-sook dreams of escaping her ordinary
daily routine. Hye-won begins to grow and take care of her
own crops, making each meal of the day with her homegrown produce, from winter to spring, summer and fall,
back to winter. Through experiencing the four seasons
in her hometown, Hye-won is finally able to realize the
reason why she had to take a break from her life.
Helmed by director YIM Soon-rye (Forever The Moment ,
2007; Rolling Home With A Bull, 2010), Little Forest will
provide audiences with a time of relaxation and comfort.
With a strong cast featuring KIM Tae-ri of The
Handmaiden (2016) and 1987: When the Day Comes (2017),
RYU Jun-yeol of A Taxi Driver (2017) and The King (2016)
together with MOON So-ri, known for acclaimed leading
roles in Oasis (2002) and A Good Lawyer’s Wife (2003),
Little Forest is sure to be a well-deserved break from daily
life.
by SB Peter Bae
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Keys to the Heart
2018 | Family, Comedy, Drama
DIRECTOR CHOI Sung-hyun
CAST LEE Byung-hun, YOUN Yuh-jung, PARK Jung-min, HAN Ji-min
RELEASE DATE January 17, 2018 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9147 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

A former boxer, Jo-ha (LEE Byung-hun) has lived his
entire life relying on nothing but his brute strength.
With his short-lived moment of glory long gone, pride is
all he has left. One day, Jo-ha accidentally runs into his
mom who left him when he was a child. Needing a place
to stay, he ends up living with her and Jin-tae (PARK
Jung-min), the younger brother that Jo-ha had never met
before, until now.
An autistic savant, Jin-tae shows brilliance in playing
the piano and video games, and cooking ramen. Jin-tae
is scared of his older brother, who insists on swinging his
fists at people to get what he wants. Jo-ha feels like his
younger brother is a yes man with no backbone, but he
must live with Jin-tae and his mom to save up the money
he needs to go to Canada. Although they don’t enjoy each
other’s presence, the two brothers eventually begin to
learn what it is to be a family.
Keys to the Heart is a film about two men from two very
different paths of life, learning to become brothers. The
main cast consists of LEE Byung-hun of A Bittersweet
Life (2005), PARK Jung-min of Psychokinesis (2018)
and YOUN Yuh-jung of The Bacchus Lad y (2016), and is
helmed by up-and-coming director CHOI Sung-hyun.
by SB Peter Bae

Golden Slumber
2018 | Thriller, Drama
DIRECTOR NOH Dong-seok
CAST GANG Dong-won, KIM Eui-sung, HAN Hyo-joo, KIM Dae-myeung, KIM Sungkyun
RELEASE DATE February 14, 2018 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 9147 Fax +82 2 371 6346 Email filmsales@cj.net

Golden Slumber is about a delivery man, Geon-woo
(GANG Dong-won), who receives his 15 minutes of fame
when he is named a model citizen. His old high school
bandmate, Mu-yeol (YOON Kye-sang), recognizes Geonwoo and gets in touch with him. During their long
overdue reunion, a presidential candidate is assassinated
in front of them in a horrific terrorist bombing.
Amidst the chaos, Mu-yeol tells an unbelievable story
that this is a set-up and Geon-woo is supposed to
take the fall as the assassin. Mu-yeol, telling him not
to trust anyone, gives a name card to Geon-woo and
kills himself. Geon-woo scrambles from the scene, but
becomes a wanted fugitive as the killer of a presidential
candidate. Geon-woo seeks the man on the name card, a
former operative named Mr. Min (KIM Eui-sung).
Escape sequences and flashbacks escalate tension in this
thriller about an ordinary deliveryman trying to find
a way to get back home as he unwittingly gets caught
up in a deadly criminal conspiracy. Golden Slumber is
directed by NOH Dong-seok of If You Were Me 3 (2006),
and stars GANG Dong-won of 1987: When the Day
Comes (2017).
by SB Peter Bae
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SPECIAL

VFX today

A Study on
Along With the Gods: The Two Worlds , Steel Rain and
The Battleship Island
Every summer and winter, the theaters are full of big movies
boasting VFX technology. Their strategy is to attract as
many viewers as possible with spectacular visual effects in
these big moviegoing seasons. A countless number of Korean
films have fought hard for the last five years to earn the
crown during the summer and winter.

Changes in the Last 5 Years
In summer 2013 it was as much fun to watch the state-of-theart technology in Snowpiercer by BONG Joon-ho and Mr. Go
by KIM Yong-hwa, as it was to follow their narratives. Mr.
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Go featured a digital character, a gorilla, as the lead actor
for the first time in Korean cinema history. It cost KRW
25 billion (USD 18.6 million) and took more than 150 VFX
specialists to create this digital creature. In summer 2014,
Roaring Currents by KIM Han-min and The Pirates by LEE
Seok-hoon successfully visualized natural objects like water,
fire, wind and fog, which are known to be the hardest objects
to render using computer graphics. (Both films had their
VFX work done by Korean company Dexter Studios.)
The following winter, Ode to My Father illustrated modern
Korean history on the screen. Usually, a single company does

Along With the Gods:
The Two Worlds
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Along With the Gods:
The Two Worlds

the VFX job for an entire movie, but for this project, the
workload had to be devided between three companies, which
itself made a lot of news. “Korean VFX companies are very
good and have a lot of experience, but as the release date
approaches they tend to rush with too much work to handle.
As Ode to My Father had three clearly divided sequences,
it was OK for three different companies to handle each
sequence, thus it was saving time,” says JK YOUN, the
director of the film. Digital Idea, which took part in My Way
by KANG Je-gyu (2011), was in charge of the two biggest
scenes, depicting the Hungnam Evacuation and Vietnam
War, respectively. Studio 1064 worked on the open market
(called Gook-je-shi-jang) in different time periods from the
1950s to the 1980s. Cocoa Vision took charge of the mining
sequence in West Germany.
The Himalayas by LEE Seon-hoon and The Tiger by PARK
Hoon-jung, the big players in winter 2015, showed different
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kinds of VFX. The Himalayas depicted 8,750-meter high
mountains, which were sure to take your breath away.
The Tiger brought the last tiger of Joseon to life, which
is supposed to have weighed almost 400 ㎏ and measured
380 ㎝ with a tail that was 120 ㎝ long alone.
In summer 2016, Train to Busan by YEON Sang-ho and
Tunnel by KIM Seong-hoon were the major players. Train
to Busan tried for the first time in Asian cinema what is
called ‘rear projection’ to vividly create the landscape seen
through the train window in motion. Digital Idea made
use of their experience from Oblivion (2013) when they
projected from a height using LED panels. This time they
juxtaposed two LED panels which measured 15 by 3
each, and attached wheels underneath so they could move.
During each take they checked which zone the train was
going through and synced it with the rear view. In Tunnel ,
the process of a tunnel’s collapse and the terrible scene of its

CHOI Wan-ho,
R&D Supervisor at Dexter
aftermath were vividly brought to the screen.
Winter 2017 has been another busy season of great movies.
Steel Rain , directed by YANG Woo-seok, a new star cineaste
whose previous film The Attorney (2013) attracted more
than eleven million viewers; Along with the Gods : The Two
Worlds by KIM Yong-hwa, the first installment in a two-part
series with a KRW 35 billion (USD 32.7 million) budget; and
1987: When the Day Comes by JANG Joon-hwan, featuring
some of Korea’s greatest actors including KIM Yun-seok,
HA-Jung-woo, YOO Hae-jin and KIM Tae-ri. These three
movies were released within a week of each other. And the
result? According to the integrated cinema ticket network
as of January 31, Along with Gods attracted 14.02 million
viewers, 1987 received 7.08 million and Steel Rain brought
in 4.45 million viewers. Among these three films of different
genres and with different actors, Along with the Gods
and Steel Rain are the barometers to measure the level of
achievement of Korean VFX technology.

Building the 7 Hells and Afterlife: Along With the Gods
As soon as the production of Along with the Gods was
announced, people started wondering how they might
represent the afterlife. It was seen as a considerable
challenge for Dexter to portray on the screen the world after
death that none of us has ever been to, especially since it
is based on a webtoon depicting the 49-day journey of the
deceased with three death messengers in the afterlife.
Along with the Gods has as many as 2,200 shots with
VFX, which represents 88% of the entire movie. If you add
montages and transitions as well, it amounts to more than
90%. There is practically no scene without VFX in this film.
However, despite the huge amount of VFX, the audience can
still focus on the narrative thanks to recent achievements in
technology.
JIN Jong-hyun, chief VFX supervisor, who was in charge
of the entire process, including pre-production, production
and post-production, confesses that he “had a lot of worries”
because he was not sure “how to visualize the world of the
original work.” After he talked a lot with director KIM
Yong-hwa and his staff members as to how to depict the
afterlife, he concluded that “the audience will find it natural
if what they see is a familiar image.” He added: “Yet the

“Along With the Gods
owes a lot toMr. Go .”
CHOI Wan-ho, the R&D supervisor at Dexter, invented a
software solution to make the fur of the gorillas in Mr. Go . By
means of this solution, relevant movement and texture of fur
were realistically created. This same solution has been applied
to depict many different kinds of hells in Along With the Gods:

The Two Worlds .
How did Mr. Go help in making Along With the Gods ?

Mr. Go began absolutely from scratch, which is
ridiculous when I think about it now (laughs). Since
Mr. Go , we have worked with bigger films, like Chinese
movies including Young Detective Dee: Rise of the Sea
Dragon (directed by TSUI Hark), The Monkey King
(directed by CHEANG Pou-soi), and Chronicles of the
Ghostly Tribe (directed by CHUAN Lu); or big Korean
films like The Pirates (directed by LEE Seok-hoon,
2014), which made us confident and better equipped
with skills and knowledge to make Along with the Gods .
How did you collaborate with the cast and cinematographer?
It must have been hard because of the blue screen.

At Dexter, the R&D team does not participate in the
shooting. In the past VFX belonged to post-production,
but as the role got bigger, it now involves collaboration
from as early as the planning stage and discussions with
the VFX team during shooting. Likewise, Hollywood
studios tend to discuss post production a lot with R&D
staff at the shooting stage. I guess we may try this as
well with KIM Yong-hwa’s next film.
I hear the second Along With the Gods will be released this
year.

The sequel is something that we must do well. So far
in Korean cinema, films with a lot of CG have not been
very successful, thus little investment is being made. It
was the same with Mr. Go , but I hope it will be different
with the Along with the Gods series.
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afterlife and hell are not comfortable places that they have
gotten used to. So we went for unique spaces.” And that
marks the beginning of the visual expression of Along with
the Gods . KIM and his staff aimed to symbolize the different
hells with seven natural elements like fire, water, iron, ice,
mirror, gravity and sand. Different hells in the film include
‘the hell of murder’, ‘hell of laziness’, ‘hell of lies’ (or ‘forest of
swords’), ‘hell of fire’, ‘hell of betrayal’, ‘hell of violence’ and
‘hell of divine principles’. “The hell of lies is a forest made
of countless swords. We wondered if a forest can be made of
swords, but we imagined the swords as actual obstacles that
cause problems for the journey of Cha-hong (played by CHA
Tae-hyun) and the three death messengers”, says JIN.
Thus, visual ideas become concrete and clear as they arrive
at the R&D Team. R&D means making software programs
and tools for VFX, which even Hollywood finds hard to
do. Even The Jungle Book (directed by Jon Favreau) went
through a lot of mistakes, and that is how R&D started
to be considered central to digital work in a film. In The
Jungle Book , everyone except the main character is digital.
Likewise, when a pioneer shows the way, others are to follow.
Just like The Jungle Book , Along with the Gods was to be
filled with digital work. CHOI Wan-ho, R&D Supervisor at
Dexter, says “For us, all the previous works, including Mr.
Go , turned out to be the basis and preparation for Along
with the Gods .”
After reviewing the visual motif and associated images, he
concluded that the key to the R&D of Along with the Gods
was the depiction of the environment, whether natural or
artificial, just like the key to Mr. Go was the depiction of
gorilla fur. Since its successful application in Mr. Go , Dexter
has applied the Mr. Go fur solution to many different works,
including Chinese films Sword Master by Derek YEE and
The Monkey King: The Legend Begins by CHEANG Pousoi. This time the staff made relevant environments with
trees and plants instead of fur, which looked very natural.
The same method was used to make the gate to hell, which
is known as the Cho Goon Gate sequence, and it worked out
fine.
ZENV vividly depicted the afterlife, including the seven
hells. First of all, for the Cho Goon Gate sequence, the
R&D team created a spectacular view featuring an huge
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crowd of the deceased. The ZENV solution created rocks,
mountains, landscape, plants and pebbles. Countless human
characters were made with the mob-making system used in
Mr. Go . Supervsisor CHOI says: “The director of Mr. Go did
not like the idea of employing so many extras, and insisted
on making everyone in the crowd with computer graphics
(laughs). We used the same mob-generating system in Along
with the Gods . What is great about R&D is that the more
films you work on, the more skills and data you acquire.”
According to supervisor JIN: “The key to this sequence was
the impressive sight of the march of the deceased, and the
lighting right before the sunset. We focused on showing the
vast landscape where the deceased were walking against
the sunset. We got the idea for lighting from the natural
environment. We wanted no artificiality in the afterlife. We
wanted to keep everything natural.”
The sequence in which the deceased go into the fire pit
boiling with lava reminded us of a steel mill. The FX team
used fire footage to visualize the sequence. The FX team
is the unit working on special effects like snow falling,
explosions and so on. For the sequence of the ‘hell of lies’ (the
forest of swords), they generated the entire forest, including
the sword-like leaves, tree trunks and plants, by means of
the ZENV solution.
The Samdo Stream in the ‘hell of laziness’ was difficult to
depict, as it involved using computer graphics for water.
Water may be the hardest thing to render with computer
graphics, compared to solid objects. “For this sequence we
had wooden ships in the aquarium and placed actors on
these ships. There were devices in the aquarium to control
the ships, and the performers acted as if they were really
on the sea, to fit the movement of the ships,” explains JIN.
“It was a very hard sequence to make, as it involves water
and waterfalls. Our experience with The Pirates was a great
help.”
For the ice river in the ‘hell of fire’, all the pieces of ice were
made with the ZENV solution just like all the swords in the
‘forest of swords’ sequence. The vacuum cave in the ‘hell of
violence’ was considered gravity free. “It was not easy to find
a reference as such a space does not really exist. We looked
at a giant cave in Vietnam, and we also studied the texture,
color and direction of the light in the caves in Sanctum

(2010).” Thanks to these well-integrated and natural CG
effects, the film has performed strongly across Asia.

A Powerful Nuclear Explosion at the Gaesung Industrial
Complex in Steel Rain
Unlike Along with the Gods where the VFX team closely
worked together right from the pre-production stage, 4th
Creative Party, Steel Rain ’s VFX company, could only
join the film once the shooting was complete. While VFX
companies closely work together with a film’s staff to discuss
how to work on what is called the ‘pre-visual’ for relevant
scenes, for Steel Rain , 4th Creative Party had to work on
their own, based on basic ideas and sources. So as soon as
the shooting was complete and 4th Creative Party finally
got hold of the film footage, they worked on what is called
the ‘post-visual’. They applied roughly produced CGs on the
basic structure for two whole months, and then discussed the
specific details with Director YANG Woo-seok.
4th Creative Party especially focused on two sequences.
One is the Gaeseong Industrial Complex sequence at the
beginning of the film, where the Multiple Launch Rocket
System, a.k.a ‘steel rain’, is killing people by falling from the
sky like pouring rain. This sequence was shot at the Daegu
National Science Museum because it was the location most
similar to the Gaeseong Industrial Complex, where the open
plaza is surrounded by buildings on two sides. According
to SEONG Hyeong-joo, a VFX supervisor at 4th Creative
Party: “the buildings at Daegu National Science Museum are
modern, unlike those at the Gaeseong Industrial Complex.
So the buildings in the film and the background had to be
made with computer graphics.” The ‘steel rain’ had to be
thoroughly examined for realism. “There are a few kinds of
‘steel rain’. Largely they are divided into those for casualties
and others for destroying tanks. It was impossible to get
reference for casualty ‘steel rain’, but for destroying tanks,
we got some Chinese references to work from,” says SEONG.
The dead bodies after the ‘steel rain’ bombardment were
played by 200~300 extras, which was not enough, so the rest
had to be filled in with digital characters.
While the Gaeseong Industrial Complex sequence was made
by applying CG to film footage, the nuclear explosion, which
is the climax of the movie, could only be made by computer

Steel Rain

graphics. It took a lot of work for post-visual as it was the
hardest sequence to make, reflecting the complex relationship
between the three countries, namely, Korea, Japan and the
USA. According to KIM Tae-won, the producer of Steel Rain ,
“We relied on YouTube for nuclear explosions, resources
from Taurus Systems for ‘air to surface standoff missiles’
that were shot from South Korea to North Korean bunkers
and battle simulation materials from Lockheed Martin, an
American defense and security company, for aerospace action
scenes.” 4th Creative Party worked on post-visuals for as long
as four months, which is not at all usual, to which Steel Rain
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SUNG Hyung-ju,
VFX Supervisor at 4th Creative Party

“Audacious challenge
to the world
beyond imagination”
The VFX work in The Handmaiden , which was nominated
in the Best Foreign Language Film category at the 71st
British Academy Film Awards (BAFTA), was a product of 4th
Creative Party. This company was also in charge of the VFX
work done in BONG Joon-ho's Okja, PARK Hoon-jung's V.I.P.
and Eternal Love , a Chinese film.
You only joined Steel Rain once the shooting was complete
for some production issues.

We had to start working only with basic ideas and
resources (without actual film footage). During the
first two months we had to examine the crew at
work.
How did you overcome these difficulties?

Unlike in other films where you discuss at the previsual stage how to shoot the VFX-heavy scenes, we
had to make post-visuals without actual film footage
and only through basic ideas. We had a lot of help
from director YANG Woo-seok as he is a big fan of
military things.
How would you assess the level of Korean VFX technology
today?

It is developing more every year. What could only
be imagined in the past is now actually being made,
which is great. Things like modeling (making
the structure of characters or objects), creature
animation (working on the movement of the object)
and VFX (making special effects like snow falling
or explosions) develop with experience. For example,
Along with the Gods: The Two Worlds is not a
product of ours but it shows a very high level of VFX.
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owes its audacious and spectacular depiction of the North
Korean coup d’etat and nuclear issues.

Realization of the Past and the Great Escape in
The Battleship Island
While Along with the Gods and Steel Rain used VFX
technology to create an imaginary world and situation,
The Battleship Island , directed by RYOO Seung-wan and
released in summer 2017, aimed to reenact the past in
a very realistic way. The story takes place in Hashima
Island in Japan. As it was not possible to get film shooting
approval from the Japanese government, the staff decided
to recreate the island as authentically as possible. They
searched the whole nation to find a location by the sea,
where the weather is still not too influenced by maritime
conditions.
To generate the island landscape where the residence area
and mine were naturally divided by mountains, the staff
assembled as many as 120 sea containers on the land and
used cement work to produce a 20-meter high mountain.
SON Seong-hyeon, Digital Idea CEO in charge of VFX in
The Battleship Island , explains why such a massive set had

Korean VFX Companies
COMPANY

Dexter Studios

www.dexterstudios.com
+82 2 6391 7102

Digital IDEA

www.digitalidea.co.kr
+82 31 939 2200

Steel Rain, Okja, The Handmaiden, Asura: The City of
Madness, The Tiger, Assassination, Veteran,
KUNDO: Age of the Rampant, Stoker, Snowpiercer

MOFAC Studio

Journey to the West: Demons Strike Back,
The Monkey King 2, Sector 7, The Warrior's Way,
Haeundae, Last Knights (US)

www.mofac.com
+82 2 3444 6459

MACROGRAPH

www.macrograph.co.kr
+82 2 2142 7200

2L IMAGEWORKS

www.2limageworks.com
+82 2 3446 0844

LOCUS

www.locus.com
+82 2 6005 5040

to be made. “Director RYOO wanted to make the location as
realistic as possible. He wanted no hindrance for the camera
or actors caused by the blue screen.”
The sequence that Digital Idea especially focused on is the
one towards the end of the movie, where the Joseon refugees
evacuate from the island. In this sequence the Joseon
people come down the mountain, fight against the Japanese
in a vast flat area, and then go over the wall by riding a
conveyor belt. This had to be a seamless sequence with lots
of VFX work.
It was not just the size that mattered. This sequence takes
place from night to the following day. The explosion scene
had to be shot before sunset, so they chose to shoot day for
night. In post-production, Digital Idea expressed the color
change of the sky as time went by with computer graphics,
which turned out to be quite realistic.
In addition, the VFX magic was used again to design the
sequences where the Joseon laborers go down 1000 meters
below sea level to the deepest part of the mine, and the sea
by the Battleship Island where the Joseon workers meet,
after a long journey following a transfer to another ship at
Shimonoseki.

Psychokinesis , The Fortress, Three Life Times,
Kung Fu Yoga (China), The Battleship Island, Pandora,
Train to Busan, The Age of Shadows, Ode to My Father,
The Face Reader, The Thieves, The Forbidden Kingdom (US),
The Host

4th Creative Party
www.4thparty.co.kr
+82 51-717-2552

The Battleship Island

FILMOGRAPHY
The Miracles of the Namiya General Store (China, Hong
Kong), 1987: When the Day Comes, Along With the Gods:
The Two Worlds, Once Upon a Time (China),
Warriors of The Dawn, Kung Fu Yoga (China, India),
The Monkey King 2 (China, Hong Kong), The Pirates, Mr. Go

COCOAVISION

www.cocoavision.co.kr
+82 2 545 5720

WYSIWYG STUDIO
www.wswgstudios.com
+82 70 4803 1003

Wu Kong (China), The One (China), The Mermaid,
Northern Limit Line, Journey to the West: Conquering the
Demons (China), Roaring Currents, The Monkey King (China),
The Terror LIVE, R2B: Return to Base, The Unjust,
The Forbidden Kingdom (US)
I Can Speak, Ordinary Person, Master

RED SHOES & THE 7 DWARFS, The Attorney, Chaw
Little Forest, Bleeding Steel (China), Memoir of a Murderer,
The Last Race (China), Missing,
Baahubali: The Beginning (India), Love Lies,
A Man and A Woman, Granny's Got Talent,
Ode to My Father, Roaring Currents, The Terror LIVE
The Wrestler, Swing Kids, The Monkey King 3: Kingdom of
Women (China, Hong Kong), Along With the Gods,
1987: When the Day Comes, Europe Raiders (China)

The Battleship Island has more than 1000 shots with VFX,
but sometimes it is hard to tell whether a certain shot is a
VFX product or not, mostly because technology has been so
naturally blended into the story.
This year Korean cinema is ready again to entertain many
viewers, equipped with all kinds of VFX technology. To
name a few, there is Psychokinesis , directed by YEON
Sang-ho, which is the story of a man who accidently gains
supernatural powers and uses it for good causes, Along with
the Gods: The Last 49 Days , and The Spy Gone North by
YOON Jong-bin which depicts North Korea.
by KIM Seong-hoon (Film Journalist)
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Powerhouse
Newcomers
Backbone of the Box Office
in 2017

Director of Film Business Division
of Megabox Plus M

LEE Jung -se
Megabox Plus M released six domestic films in 2017 including Daddy You, Daughter Me , Roman Holiday , The Outlaws , Anarchist

from Colony , The Bros and Forgotten . The company served as distributor for all six of these films and additionally served as
investor on the latter three titles. All three of the films for which Megabox Plus M served as both investor and distributor on
broke even, with Don LEE vehicle The Outlaws storming local theaters on its way to attracting 6.88 million admissions and a
third place ranking on the ‘Highest Grossing Korean Films of 2017’ list. In 2013, Megabox Plus M began an endeavor for genre
diversity and expanding the scope of subject matter in Korean films. They started by investing in and distributing middle to smallscale budgeted films within the KRW 5 billion (approx. USD 4.7 million) range such as HONG Ji-young’s Marriage Blue (2013), and
then expanded their lineup with Dad for Rent and The Whistleblower in 2014, Casa Amor; Exclusive for Ladies and Wonderful
Nightmare in 2015, and DONGJU; The Portrait of A Poet , Run Off , Kai and Missing in 2016. We met with LEE Jung-se, Director of
Film Business Division of Megabox Plus M, which with its impressive accomplishments in 2017, has stepped up to become the fifth
largest distributor in Korea after CJ Entertainment, Lotte Entertainment, Showbox Corp and Next Entertainment World (NEW).
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Box office-wise, Anarchist from Colony sold 2.36 million tickets and
The Outlaws 6.88 million, the latter jumping to third in the 2017
ranking of the highest grossing Korean films at the domestic box
office. How do you think were you able to achieve such great results?

Foremost, I really owe it to the production team. Our
company’s job is just to come through with the investment,
while it’s the production team, including the director and
producer, who make the film. These films were successful at
the box office because the production team’s execution of the
original plans produced great results. Next, the MEGABOX
Film Business Division’s contribution was considerable.
There are less than 15 members that cover investment,
distribution and marketing in our division. It’s a small
group of people, but I believe they made it a reality because
they were all motivated by the thought of making films
as a group effort. Furthermore, the company head never
interferes in the process. Even with the final validation of a
poster, our Marketing Team General Manager has the final
word. Often, the minority persuades the majority during the
decision-making process. Missing was a case of the 20% ‘yay
group’ swaying the 80% ‘nay group’. A female characterdriven film is a tough call when it comes to greenlighting an
investment, but those who related to the screenplay’s great
energy and theme were able to persuade the others with
passion.
You have quite a few female character-driven or female-directed
films such as Missing and Run Off .

Come to think if it, Door Lock (working title) , which will
star KONG Hyo-jin and started filming this year, is another
female character-driven film. In comparison, we have
worked with a number of female filmmakers and on many
female character-driven films, but there aren’t any special
reasons for this. It just happened that these screenplays
were good and the main characters were women and
not men. If we went by conventional data, it could seem
quite risky to invest in a female character-driven project.
We wanted to relieve such concerns and challenge these
preconceptions based on data. The existing figures are not
always correct.
Your company has been investing in and distributing middle to smallscaled budgeted films under KRW 5 billion. In the case of these types
of films, planning and development is crucial. So what are the criteria
and principles for investment/distribution at Megabox Plus M?

To be honest, we have mainly focused on middle to small-

scale films because large-scale films never really came
our way. It’s true we never had the chance. Moreover, our
company criteria stresses the quality of production and the
efficiency of the story rather than planning and
development. We prefer screenplays that convey their
themes well. If we have a good story, the next step is to
focus on finding a quality that sets it apart from other
films. As films have been around for more than 100 years,
there’s no such thing as a totally original story, just a
certain aspect during that year, that season or that month
that differentiates it from the others. If comedies are scarce
among new releases during a certain year, then a comedy
film can stand out. Likewise, we tend to work on projects
based on considerations of genre differentiation and original
messages or subject matter.
How do you plan to position Megabox Plus M in the market?

I’m not that keen on summing up the total ticket sales of a
year and defining us as the fourth or fifth highest-selling
distribution company. I never hoped for our company to
become a top five distributor. I just want this streak of
success to continue like last year. That does not just mean
seeing big results in the local box office, but wishing to
continue breaking stereotypes with films such as The
Outlaws and Anarchist from Colony. Both films did not cast
top stars, but were embraced by the public despite their
atypical casting and packaging. I believe these types of films
are contributing to the gradual change in local film trends.
Instead of defining a MEGABOX style, I hope we can exist
as a company that refrains from relying on statistics from
yesterday.
Do you have any plans in the future to invest in big-budget and largescale films?

There are no specific plans for making a film that could cost
KRW 20 billion (USD 18.6 million) just because we’ve made
the cut as a major film distributor. However, if there’s a good
story we believe in and all agree upon, we’re planning to
work on fundraising for a big-budget project. Story matters
more than size. So far among our scheduled releases for this
year, costume drama Feng Shui (working title) , directed by
PARK Hee-gon and starring CHO Seung-woo and JI Sung,
is costing more than KRW 10 billion (USD 9.3 million).
Other films in our 2018 lineup include YIM Soon-rye’s Little
Forest and LEE Joon-ik’s Sunset in My Hometown .
by LEE Ju-hyun (Film Journalist) | photographed by SON Hong-joo
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CEO of Little Big Pictures

KWON Ji-won
Little Big Pictures is a film distribution
company founded in 2013 by eleven Korean
film production companies, to protect the
rights of the people who create cinema.
With last year's I Can Speak , and films like

Office (2015) and Cart (2014), Little Big
Pictures has distributed over 40 films since
its establishment. From medium and small
sized commercial films, to documentaries,
animations and independent films, Little
Big Pictures has provided Korean audiences
with a wide range of movies and has
served as a backbone of the domestic film
industry.

You've been a CEO for about four years. Do you have any method to
run Little Big Pictures?

Little Big Pictures always strives to achieve the goal we
set when we first started. To establish fair trade between
filmmakers and distribution companies. It’s difficult for
newcomers, be they film studios, directors or actors, to raise
investment. Diversity films sometimes can’t even be released
because they don’t have a distributor. We want to become
an essential distribution company in the film industry
and continue to discover quality films, invest in them and
distribute them. I think we act as a balance weight between
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the major distributors like CJ, Lotte, or Showbox and
independent films. Everything needs a middle actor to have
a good balance.
How has the small and medium-sized film market changed over the
years? Are there any memorable movies in the field?

Production budgets have grown recently. We’ve always
distributed a number of movies with budgets ranging from
KRW 2-3 billion (USD 1.9-2.8 million), and a few years
ago that seemed like a large amount. Now it feels like it’s
rather small. The reasons is that the overall production

budgets, including labor costs, have increased and films
with larger budgets started to enter the market. The first
film we distributed, Mourning Grave (2014), passed the
break-even point and Cart (2014), a movie based on real
life events about a strike by female workers, brought in
800,000 viewers, which was a meaningful accomplishment.
Personally, Office (2015), which was invited for a midnight
screening to the Cannes Film Festival was a memorable
movie. Upon its release, critics called it a horror movie
built on a fresh idea.
When was the most difficult time for the company?

2016 was our most difficult year. We weren’t making
enough profit, which led to theaters and investors losing
their faith in us. It was an unstable time and we didn't
even get funding from the ‘Fund of Funds’. The vertical
integration system of large corporations also became
stronger. Starting in 2015, financing from China began
entering the Korean market and we even invested in the
Korea-China film My New Sassy Girl (2016) with high
hopes for the Chinese movie market. We considered the
Chinese investments and market as our last resort, but it
all collapsed because of the THAAD situation. Also, none
of our movies in 2016 reached their break-even point.
However last year, I Can Speak became a hit.

Yes, attracting three million audiences in a short period of
time was an impressive accomplishment. I feel like I Can
Speak made up for all the hardships we’ve experienced. We
have no multiplex cinema chain or large budget to work
with, but we still managed to make it a successful release.
When I received the screenplay, I didn’t even look at it
for a month. I was unsure if we could handle the project.
The film deals with Japan’s enforced sex slavery of
Korean women during its colonial rule. It’s a sensitive
and important topic, so securing investment is a difficult
task. However, the screenplay was beautifully written
and it gave me confidence. Before the movie’s release
Lotte Entertainment joined in to co-distribute the movie.
I Can Speak was released during the Chuseok (Korean
Thanksgiving Day) season, so a lot of families could go
and see the movie, but the problem was if we could secure
enough timeslots in cinemas. With Lotte’s involvement, we
didn’t have to worry that much. Even from an investor’s
standpoint, it was safer. I think it was a good idea to accept
Lotte’s co-distribution deal.

What small to medium-sized movies are needed in cinemas?

Little Big Pictures never based the decision to distribute
a film on its commercial prospects, but we choose movies
that have a story to tell. When we read the screenplays, we
focus on how clear the story is. Movies with a large budget
are mostly historical films, action blockbusters or have a
cast of expensive actors. Therefore in order to compete,
small to medium-sized films should focus on a grounded
and well-written story, or create a strong genre film. Like
in sports, to have a strong major league team, you need a
stable minor league team. The movie market should build
an environment where small to medium-sized films with
commercial potential can flourish. I hope that with all the
earnings major film distribution companies make, part
of the sum goes into investing in films with great hidden
potential.
In today's film industry, what are your hopes for Little Big Pictures?

The increase of audiences has come to a halt, with the age
of the population rising and films becoming more diverse. I
think communication with the audience is going to become
more important. I think the structure of distribution
companies should also change with the times. It’s only at
the early stages of planning, but through crowd funding,
audiences can become shareholders of our company and
create the movies they want. We want to create a channel
through which audiences can participate from as early on as
the screenplay development stage of filmmaking, and make
our company a co-operative, with the audience being the
owners.
Tell us your plans for 2018.

It's season two for Little Big Pictures starting in 2018.
We will never lose our identity as a group. We intend on
raising our voice on matters regarding unfair deals between
theaters and distribution companies. The most dire issue
with the vertical integration of large corporations is that it
led to the division of profit to be 50:50 between the theater
and the movie distribution company, which is a number that
completely ignores the filmmaking process and environment
in Korea. Theaters and major film distributors are only
seeking to make more profit and are making unreasonable
investments and provisions to do so. We plan on voicing
our opinions on establishing a more reasonable system
regarding the division of profit within the film industry.
by JEONG Kyu-hwan (Freelance Writer) | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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FEATURE

The Relationship between
Korean Movies and Society:
Social Issues Succeed
as the People Desire Justice
From December 2017 to early 2018,
1987: When the Day Comes (directed
by JANG Joon-Hwan) and Steel Rain
(directed by YANG Woo-suk) were at
the top of the Korean box office.
1987 deals with real life events from
modern Korean history, and tells the
story of a university student’s death
from torture, which eventually led to
the 1987 Democracy Movement. The
dynamic process of a tragic event of an
individual eventually leading to the
public masses standing up against a
tyrannical government is dramatically
portrayed throughout the film. 1987 is
a well-made movie with its historical
content delicately intertwined with
elements of a political thriller and
drama.
While 1987 deals with the past,
Steel Rain imagines a near future
where the governments of South
and North Korea engage in direct
conflict regarding the North Korean
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nuclear issue. The North is on the
brink of a coup d’état and the South’s
administration has changed from a
conservative party to a progressive
one. Two men, one from South and
the other from North Korea, end up in
each other’s company and are left to
make a decision that will change the
fate of both countries. The message of
the film, which is even mentioned in
the movie, is clear: “Divided nations
suffer more from those who use the
seperation for political purposes rather
than the divide itself”. There have been
many films that deal with national
division, but Steel Rain , rather than
portraying the emotional aspects of
the subject, is based on a more political
point of view – requiring audiences to
think rather than to simply feel.
In addition, The Discloser (directed by
HONG Ki-seon) was released in late
January. The movie deals with real
life events regarding corruption in the

military. The film follows a soldier
who finds an irregularity related to
the weapons within the military and
begins to investigate the situation.

A Certain Trend in the Korean Box
Office
Korean movies released at the
beginning of 2018 often portrayed a
conflict of justice between the people
who stand up for what is right and
the corrupt who are in power. Looking
back at 2017, the success of such films
was very clear. A Taxi Driver (directed
by JANG Hun), is a film about a
man in 1980 who is brought into the
middle of the Gwangju democratic
movement, where those who seized
the government through a coup d’état
massacred the people. The Battleship
Island (directed by RYOO Seung-wan),
is about Korean people who have lost
their land to Japanese colonialism.
The King (directed by HAN Jae-rim),

is a movie spanning 30 years dealing
with modern Korean history, where
district attorneys unjustly used their
power to control the law. I Can Speak
(directed by KIM Hyun-seok) deals
with the Japanese military’s sexual
enslavement of Korean women. New
Trial (directed by KIM Tae-yoon),
based on real events, tells the story
of a man wrongfully charged with
murder who is serving a decade in
prison, while exposing problems in
the Korean legal system. Anarchist
from Colony (directed by LEE Joonik) portrays the spirit of resistance of
a Korean anarchist against Japanese
colonialism. Our President (directed
by LEE Chang-jae) is a documentary
about a progressive politician who
changed the course of Korea’s
political history.

The above films have been at the
forefront of the Korean box office. The
reason why such movies have been
favored by audiences is closely related
to what Korean people have recently
experienced as a society.
Starting in October 2016, Koreans
lived a reality more dramatic than
cinema. Korean citizens protested for
the resignation of a corrupt president
and in 2017, their wish became true.
For the first time in Korean history,
power was taken down by the power
of the people. Without a single drop
of blood, the Korean people created
a revolution, built a new progressive
government, and began to reconstruct
the democracy that had slowly been
torn down for the past nine years.
In 1987, 1997, 2008 and 2017, Korean
society experienced events that

1987: When the Day Comes

changed the nation’s system as well as
the mentality of the people.

Films Reflecting the Public Mentality
and the Regime
In 1987, the people were able to end
the military dictatorship that had
reigned since 1961. 1997 saw a change
in the Korean economy due to the
IMF bailout situation. In 2008, with
the administration shifting to the
conservative party along with the
global financial crisis, people began to
focus on economical issues, leading the
public mentality to revert back to that
of 1997. In 2017, the administration
shifted to the progressive party and
people channeled their attention
towards pulling out the roots of
corruption that had been plaguing the
country.
Korean sociologists call these the ‘87
regime’, ‘97 regime’ and ‘2017 regime’,
and have defined the distinct public
mentality for each year’s ‘regime’.
Each system has a mentality that
captured the public, and this in turn is
reflected in films. Korea has achieved
rapid economic growth through
short periods of modernization and
industrialization. However, with
democracy also being embraced at a
fast pace, problems regarding social
and political growth have occurred.
Therefore Korean society frequently
experiences dynamic conditions, which
lead to dynamic changes in Korean
films as well.
During the ‘87 regime, people were
turning their attention to social
issues in the age of democracy
after the success of the democratic
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movement. If you take a closer look at
the films which were successful at the
Korean box office during this period,
the public’s mentality appears quite
clearly.
Chil-su and Man-su (directed by PARK
Kwang-su, 1988) is a social drama
that tells the story of two laborers who
grew up under unfortunate conditions.
The film examines the division of the
Korean peninsula, as well as political
prisoners, US armed forces in Korea
and the issue of prostitution. Guro
Arirang (directed by PARK Jongwoon, 1989) is a realist film on the
struggle of a female labor union. The
Age of Success (directed by Jang Sunwoo, 1988) is a comedy about the rise
and fall of a salesman working in a
conglomerate. Gagman (directed by
LEE Myung-se, 1989) is a road movie
about three lower-class armed robbers.
Happiness Does Not Come In Grades
(directed by KANG Woo-suk, 1989)
criticizes the pressure given to teenage
students. Through movies of various
genres, the ‘Korean New Wave’ gained
popularity during this time.
With the ‘97 regime, which directly
followed the IMF foreign exchange
crisis, Korean society experienced
restructuring, recession, limitless
competition and neoliberalistic
globalization. Authenticity started
to sink, due to the focus on economic
survival. Success was the most
important factor for survival, forcing
many to become workaholics, yet in
order to work long hours one had to be
healthy. Obsession on success, riches
and health led to narcissism, political
apathy and introspection.
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During this time, melodramatic
films received universal praise from
audiences. The Letter (directed by LEE
Jung-gook, 1997), A Promise (directed
by KIM Yu-jin, 1998) and Christmas
in August (directed by HUR Jin-ho,
1998) all have main characters who
are terminally ill, and conclude with
tragic endings. The Contact (directed
by CHANG Yoon-hyun, 1997), Happy
End (directed by JUNG Ji-woo,
1999) and An Affair (directed by E
J-yong, 1998) deal with unrequited
love and infidelity, also leading to
tragic endings. The gangster drama
Green Fish (directed by LEE Changdong, 1997) follows a rookie gangster
who must fight for survival, and the
gangster comedy No. 3 (directed by
SONG Neung-han, 1997) is about a
low-ranking gangster working with

a judicial officer to shake things up.
Beat (directed by KIM Sung-su, 1997)
portrays the inhumane environment
of schools, which serve as a reflection
of capitalism. Popular movies of this
period are not completely cut off
from social issues, but focus more on
the individual’s health, success and
private concerns.
After the shift of administration in
2008, Korea began to revert faster
towards conservatism. The coveted
values of health, success and survival
led to movies with unrealistic heroes,
which people would watch to make
themselves feel like those powerful
characters. These include the great
commander (CHOI Min-shik) of
Roaring Currents (directed by KIM
Han-min, 2014), the legendary thief
(KIM Yun-seok) of The Thieves

Steel Rain

A Taxi Driver

(directed by CHOI Dong-hoon,
2012), the king (LEE Byung-hun)
in Masquerade (directed by CHOO
Chang-min, 2012), the charismatic
cop (HWANG Jung-min) in Veteran
(directed by RYOO Seung-wan), the
patient father (HWANG Jung-min)
in Ode to My Father (directed by JK
YOUN) and the former intelligence
agent (WON Bin) in The Man from
Nowhere (directed by LEE Jeongbeom). Popular genres in Korean
cinema shifted from drama, romance
and comedy to thriller, action and
period dramas.

Turning from Heroes to the People
The neoliberalistic globalization
and conservatization of Korean
society, which occurred over two
decades, have led to many problems.

Decisively, the Sewol ferry tragedy in
2014, which led to the death of over
300, caused the public mentality to
change. This tragedy was the result
of all the corruption and defects of the
people in power in Korea. The public
began to realize again that people
are more important than money, the
community is more important than
an individual’s success, and political
participation is more important than
opposition towards politics. They also
came to understand the importance of
overcoming one’s struggles and avoiding
the fall into self-deprecating depression.
People began to look back at the faults
of the past decades, and had come to a
realization on humanity. Such a change
is passionately reflected in recent films.
The age of justice and politics, the
‘2017 regime, will lead to a harmonious

society of post-neoliberalism. The
people of Korea have become the main
agents of political activity and are in
search of a new sense of truth. It is
no coincidence that movies directly
dealing with political issues have
become so well-received in 2017 and
2018. Today’s Korean films move
away from unrealistic heroes who act
alone and instead feature individuals
who act together to create a change.
1987: When the Day Comes is a film
with a democratic point of view –
it does not focus on a small group
of main characters, but a range of
characters and events that intertwine
with one another to become larger
than themselves. Steel Rain serves
as a platform for discussion, laid out
through the director’s imagination
and logical assessment on the political
situations in Korea and overseas.
The Discloser , which became director
HONG Ki-seon’s last film following his
passing in December 2016, provides a
genuine portrayal of a worker’s spirit
of resistance against the banality
of evil, offering audiences a topic to
discuss.
1987 led to the arrival of the Korean
New Wave films and after 1997,
there was an increase of genres and
standardized blockbusters. Now after
2017, movies focusing on social issues
are receiving the support of the public.
It’s worth waiting to see how the fast
changing social and political conditions
in Korea will fuel local cinema. With
dynamic films reflecting a dynamic
society, today’s Korean cinema is
indeed intriguing.
by JEONG Min-ah (Film Critic)
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Ko-Production

CJ E&M Enters Turkey
withHot Sweet Sour
As CJ E&M turns towards overseas expansion, Turkey is being considered as one of the ‘blue
oceans’. Last year, CJ established a local subsidiary, CJ Entertainment Turkey, and released
the first Korea-Turkey co-production movie Hot Sweet Sour (Acı Tatlı Ekşi) on December 22.

A Remake of A Wedding Invitation
Hot Sweet Sour is a remake of the Korean-Chinese film A
Wedding Invitation . A Wedding Invitation was released in
China in 2013, with planning, investment and distribution
handled by CJ E&M. It was helmed by Korean director OH
Ki-hwan (Last Present , The Art of Seduction ) and featured
Chinese stars Baihe BAI and Eddie PENG. The romance
film ended up grossing about 10 times its production cost at
the Chinese box office.
With half of the movies in theaters across Turkey being
domestic films, Turkey’s film industry is well established.
Also, with 50% of Turkey’s population of 80 million being
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between 15 and 45 years old, there is incredible potential for
the country’s movie market. Therefore, in addition to Hot
Sweet Sour , CJ invested in three films in collaboration with
Turkish movie stars. These films vary in genres and include
the road movie Road Trip Friend (October 27), black comedy
Have This Dance (November 17), and romantic comedy
Amongst the Family (December 1).

The Potential Market for the Romance Genre
An analysis done by CJ revealed that Turkish audiences prefer
comedy series with strong characters, and additionally, with
the female audience growing at a rapid rate, there was great

potential for romance movies. This led to CJ’s development
of Hot Sweet Sour , working together with the Turkish film
studio BKM (Beşiktaş Culture Center) and the up-andcoming female director Anda Haznedaroğlu.
Anda Haznedaroğlu’s strong suit has been romance since
her debut with the TV drama Haziran Gecesi (Night of
June , 2004-2006), with her first commercial film, 2015’s
Her Şey Aşktan, also being a romantic comedy. BKM is the
most influential film studio in Turkey today, producing the
hit comedy franchise Düğün Dernek , among others. With
both romantic comedy films Kocan Kadar Konuş and its
sequel having become box office successes, BKM has proved
its strength in the romance genre as well. The stars of Hot
Sweet Sour also caught the attention of audiences. The big
screen reunion of Özge Özpirinçci and Buğra Gülsoy, who
previously played a couple in a TV drama, made fans excited
for the new film.
Hot Sweet Sour ’s performance seems strong so far at the
Turkish box office, after just a few weeks. The head of CJ
E&M’s International Division, Mike IM stated, “The success
of a film is determined in a week or two in Korea, but
considering it takes up to two months in Turkey, we’re off to
a good start. Romance is not yet a popular genre in Turkey,
which makes Hot Sweet Sour more significant, because
it followed through on the needs of the growing female
audience.”
On business expansion, IM added: “in 2018, we will develop
more films of various genres to release in Turkey’s slow
season (April to October).” CJ Entertainment Turkey plans to
raise the number of films they are financing and distributing
to ten, while the movies they are co-planning and producing
will be increased to two or three.
by SONG Soon-jin (Film Journalist)

Current State of Turkey’s Film Industry
Divided by

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Total B.O. (USD millions)

119.2

141.2

182.8

190.0

193.7

Total number of films released
in theaters

290

326

359

402

360
139

Films
Released

Domestic

60

88

112

136

Overseas

230

238

247

266

221

Market
Share (%)

Domestic

43.1

53.7

54.9

53.4

50.7

Overseas

56.9

46.3

45.1

46.6

49.3

CJ CGV
Becomes Largest
Multiplex Cinema
Chain
in Turkey
With CJ CGV taking
over Turkey’s MARS
Entertainment Group in 2016, it was able to become
the largest multiplex cinema chain in Turkey.
MARS’ multiplex, ‘Cinemaximum’, has a total of
96 theaters and 840 screens. Cinemaximum was
already at the top of the game, possessing a total of
48.7% of the Turkish box office in 2016 when CGV
took over.
The film division of MARS was also a factor CGV
took into consideration, since it holds 30% of the
Turkish film market and also because there are
no regulations for vertical integration in Turkey.
MARS also possesses distribution rights for the
three largest domestic film studios, with the
media division taking up 87% of Turkey’s film
advertisement market.
Recently with Turkish remakes of the Korean
movies A Moment to Remember (2004) and Always
(2011) demonstrating successful results at the
domestic box office, CGV stated that there is a
high potential for the expansion of Korean movies
in Turkey – something they plan to work on in
the future. As for 2018, CGV will be focusing on
upgrading the facilities of its cinemas in Turkey. CJ
CGV will implement its signature 4DX, ScreenX and
SphereX venues to domestic theaters.
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Ko-Production

Showbox,
One Step Towards
The Global Market

Collaborations with Hollywood and Indonesia

Showbox's first project in
Indonesia, Forever Holiday in
Bali , starring Cheon Dung of
K-pop boyband MBLAQ was
released on 200 screens on its
opening day.

The Widow will be
Showbox's first leap into
the North American film
market. Chloë Grace Moretz
and Isabelle Huppert are
the leads.
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Korean film investment and distribution company ‘Showbox’
is heading into the global market. In 2015, with the
establishment of its Chinese local subsidiary ‘ShowboxChina’, Showbox collaborated with Chinese film studio ‘Huayi
Brothers’ for the film Beautiful Accident , which was released
in 2017. Showbox has officially announced their plans to
expand overseas, strong from their experience gained in
the Korean film market. They also revealed two new coproduction and investment projects: the American film The
Widow and the Indonesian film Forever Holiday in Bali .

THE WIDOW TO BE RELEASED IN LATE 2018
Showbox calls The Widow their first step into the North
American film market. In 2015, Showbox agreed to a
partnership with Ivanhoe Pictures and Blumhouse to coproduce six Korean genre films over a span of five years.
Showbox and Ivanhoe Pictures have also had continued
discussions regarding co-producing and investing in an
American film, which has now become known as The
Widow. Regarding The Widow, Showbox expressed their
excitement at the idea of working on a mystery thriller
with director/writer Neil Jordan (The Crying Game ,
Interview with the Vampire ), and actors Isabelle Huppert
and Chloë Grace Moretz. They added that the compelling
screenplay and their strong partnership with Ivanhoe
Pictures gave them the confidence they needed to go forth
with the project.
The Widow tells the story of Francis (Chloë Grace Moretz)
who befriends Greta (Isabelle Huppert), a widow who
isn’t who she seems to be. Producer Lawrence Bender’s
‘Lawrence Bender Productions’ (Pulp Fiction , Kill Bill )
is involved in the production along with producer Sidney
Kimmel’s ‘Sidney Kimmel Entertainment’ (Moneyball ),
and ‘Little Wave Productions’. Lawrence Bender, Sidney
Kimmel, John Penotti (owner and CEO of Ivanhoe
Pictures) and James Flynn of Becoming Jane are serving
as producers. Seamus McGarvey of Atonement is in
charge of the photography while Fiona Gavin of the TV
series Outlander came on board as art director.
The Widow has been in post-production since December
2017 and is scheduled to be released in late 2018. Showbox
stated that with a wonderful screenplay and actors who
are also well-known in Korea, The Widow is likely to
become a success not only among American audiences, but
in Korea as well.

FOREVER HOLIDAY IN BALI RELEASED ON OVER 200
SCREENS IN INDONESIA
Showbox also showcased their first project in South
Asia’s rising film market, Indonesia. A romantic comedy,
Forever Holiday in Bali was released on January 11. The
film’s plot follows a K-pop star who travels to Bali with
the assistance of an Indonesian university student. It is

directed by Ody C. HARAHAP of Sweet 20 , the Indonesian
remake of CJ E&M’s Miss Granny (2014), and features
Cheon Dung from K-pop group MBLAQ as the male lead.
On the collaboration, Showbox explained that it began from
a meeting with the Korean-Indonesian production company
‘Sonamu’ at the Indonesia Film Joint Production Forum
held by the Korean Film Council in 2016. Forever Holiday
in Bali had Showbox participating in the planning, along
with a Korean production crew involved in the overall
production. The film was released in approximately 200
screens, including Indonesia’s largest multiplex cinema
chain, Cinema21, attaining twice as many screens as
its competitors. Showbox added they would continue
discussions for future project and solidify relationships
with Indonesian partners, as well as aggressively invest in
Indonesian films.

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS WITH CHINA AND
THE UNITED STATES
Showbox has had a number of hits in the Korean film
market with Inside Men and Lucky, among others, over
the past few years. A Taxi Driver also brought in over ten
million viewers in 2017. “We hope to showcase Showbox to
a global audience”, says YU Jeong-hun, CEO of Showbox.
“The partnerships we’ve established with overseas film
studios was our first step. Now with The Widow and
Forever Holiday in Bali , we are finally takig the first leap”,
YU added.
Showbox’s expansion into the global market is expected
to focus on the United States, China and Indonesia. “The
South Asian market holds great potential and the United
States is at the forefront of the world’s film market. In
China and South Asia, we plan to capitalize on Korean
entertainment content with local companies, while in the
United States, our main goal is to earn our place as a
stable global investor”, YU continued.
Showbox is currently in the planning stages of two Chinese
films with Huayi Brothers and is in the development stages
of two projects with Blumhouse. “Showbox strives to create
unique entertainment and to set new trends for consumers
around the globe”, YU concluded.
by SONG Soon-jin (Film Journalist)
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

E
E
L
Don
Don LEE (aka MA Dong-seok) is a unique example of how
extreme ruggedness can sometimes turn into cuteness. His
roles have largely been that of assailant or wrongdoer, as in
Derailed (2016) and The Neighbors (2012), or as a cop, such
as in The Outlaws (2017), The Chronicles of Evil (2015) and
Azooma (2013). Yet he has turned his rather typical roles
into a rare combination of virility and cuteness, which is
something only he is capable of.
This feat is made possible by his body. His previous jobs
included work as a bodyguard and fitness trainer, with
muscles built from years of exercise. With his bulky physique,
almost tearing apart his shirt, Don LEE resembles a Korean
version of the Hulk. Korean cinema has rarely known an
actor or character like him.
Gom, the no. 3 man in the Chang-yi group in The Good, the
Bad and the Weird (2008), is a huge and massive guy with
a very weird hairstyle. The former Taekwondo master in
Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time (2012), and Sanghwa,
the unforgettable man who broke through the mob of zombies
with his bare body in Train to Busan (2016), all display
their body as their main trait. In The Outlaws , he defeats
gangsters by twisting their wrists and slamming them on the
ground as if they were as light as feathers.
Don LEE’s action does not require weapons or choreographed
fight moves. He just pins down his opponent with his body.
His extreme physical power, built by years of honest work, is
his action.
His action is triggered whenever the challenger goes beyond
his limit, no matter if his character is a bad guy or not, and
no matter how strong or dangerous his opponent is.
Hyuk-mo in The Neighbors is a good example. He is a seventime ex-convict, who doesn't give a damn about what people
think. He deals with a murderer in the parking lot on his
own terms, not knowing his identity as a criminal. Hyuk-mo’s
audacity makes him different from the neighbors who are
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powerless victims to the murderer, and he is not intimidated
even when he finds out the truth. The film leads the audience
to identify with Hyuk-mo and feel reassured by his presence.
LEE’s physical charisma sometimes becomes a source of
humor, such as in The Outlaws , where he can’t see where he
is hurt on his arm because it is so thick. In KUNDO: Age
of the Rampant (2014), the audience laughs when he claims
to be 22 years old as his body does not look at all like that
of a young man. Suk-bong, his character in The Bros , is
introduced as the cutest instructor in the tutoring group,
and he makes the table seem tiny compared to his body.
In Veteran (2015), he briefly shows up towards the end of
the film as the owner of a gift shop popular with teenage
women and gets a good laugh. LEE completes his unique
cuteness with his unexpected humor, in contrast to his strong
physique.
He has formed a film group called ‘Team GORILLA’ and
made films like Deep Trap (2015), The Outlaws (2017) and
Wonderful Ghost (coming soon in 2018) as a producer and
actor. He knows well what he can do and does just that. In
this sense, he is a very smart actor.
by JEONG Ji-hye (Film Critic) | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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